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Administrators McCrone And Williams Resign
Two UOP administrators,
Hemic Vice President
• , j,-W McCrone and Dean
f£n Ri^ard K. Williams
have announced their
^nations effective at the
/of this semester.
T,r
McCrone
has
.jL'h to assume the
idency of Humboldt State
University,
replacing'
r r n e l i u s Simmons who
hred last fall.
McCrone h a s served U O P

ince

August 1970, and was the

university president for
death
Burns
;n February 1971.
According to McCrone,
the position he will leave
requires
many
tough
decisions. The academic vice
president coordinates the
development of new programs
cting

,0 months following the
q[ president Robert E.

and sets the curriculum for the
entire campus. He also has will leave. The members of
control of the university this committee were selected
J „ President
Stanlev
McCaffrey.
Dean Gordon Schaber, of
the McGeorge School of Law
is chairman of the search
committee. Other adminis
trators include Provost
Gaylon Caldwell, Dean
Clifford Hand, Dean Robert
Heyborne and Dean Otis Shao.
Faculty representatives on
the committee are Dr.
Margaret Cormack, Dr.
Roderick Dugliss, Dr. Donald
Duns, Dr. Wolfgang Fetsch,
Professor Horace Leake, Dr.
Howell Runion and Dr.
ALISTAIR W. McCRONE Herbert Ward. Students serv
academic budget.
ing are Albert Fierro, Sue
McCrone said that a Harlan, Ellen Hartnett,
search committee has been Daphne Hughes and Karen
established
to
interview Moore.
applicants for the position he
McCrone received his

Search Committee Appointments
Arouse Controversy At Pacific
By JOE GOLDEEN

committee.

According to Harlan,
Resident McCaffrey had
mentioned, in passing, his coo
perations for
student
embers on the committee,
id the next thing she knew,
.,e selections were definite.
n u the student complaints,
anan took no action on the
matter.

completing its task by the end
of the spring semester. She
admitted
to taking a
"defeatist attitude."
Harlan believes that her
administration has a good
rapport with the university
administration, and she wants
to keep it that way while she is
still in office.
Larry Ginesi, College ol
the Pacific Association
(COPA) chairman, said "It is
completely insane that AS
UOP does not question it
more. ASUOP is probably
worried about a future lack of
cooperation with the adminis
tration."
When McCaffrey was
asked how the student
members of the AVPS
committee were chosen, he
explained that he chose those
students he was acquainted
with that would be qualified to
sit on such committee.
He added that the urgency
of the formation of the
committee led him to bypass
the ASUOP bureaucracy.
However, if he had it to do over
again, he would have done it
differently, going to students
and faculty for references.

, * realize that people
According to Dean of
6 m'stakes.1 honestly feel
Students
Judith Chambers,
toe administration has
made ne
who
is
also
assistant to
° . I just feel their
Methods
McCaffrey,
there
is no set
WCre wron2>" said
Karl—""
Tan.
precedent for the selection of
m

th-

search committee members

ASlinD0rc^ng t0 Han-lam,
^
...
Rwill not press the issue at UOP.
f
She
agreed
witn
er
due
to
m
or
tan<^ '
i P " McCaffrey that if repeated,
e
of
this committee

the student selections would
be made with the consultation

SEARCH (cont. on pg. 16)
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RICHARD K. WILLIAMS
University of Nebraska and
his doctorate at the University
of Kansas.
While McCrone is leaving
UOP for a position of security,

Dean Williams, as yet, has no
definite plans for the future.
He believes that his present
position is not right for him at
this time.
Among his duties as dean
of men, Williams has acted as
the fraternity advisor and has
been required to take care of
emergency
situations
involving male students.
He has been very active in
public relations and student
recruiting
programs.
He
views his position as requir
ing an up-to-date knowledge
of all UOP affairs and genuine
enthusiasm for this intitution.
Williams explained that a
past experience in residential
life would be a practical asset
for his successor, since he will
direct
UOP's
housing
program. Williams has also

DEANS (cont. on pg. 16)

Rock'n'Roll Class Hosts
Pop Critic Phil Elwood

Pacifican
Much controversey has
erupted over the procedures
used for the selection of
student members to the
Academic Vice President
Search (AVPS) Committee.
The controversey arose after
Academic Vice President
Alistair McCrone accepted the
Position of president of CSU
Humboldt,
and
UOP
President Stanley McCaffrey
appointed a search committee
>n order to find McCrone's
•"^placement.
Sue Harlan, ASUOP
President, received student
C0(uplaints just three days
Pnor to the first AVPS
committee
meeting. The
complaints were that ASUOP
Was not consulted about the
student
positions on the

bachelors degree at the
University of Saskatchuean,
his master degree at the

Phil Elwood, pop music
critic for the "San Francisco
Examiner," will speak this
Tuesday evening on "Origins
of Popular Music Tastes" in
Wendell Phillips Center, room
140.
He will be appearing as a
part of the ASUOP's Forum on
National Priorities Rock'n'
Roll Series II, before the
rock'n'roll as mass communi
cations class, instructed by
Larry Seidman. The event is
open to all UOP students and
begins at 7 p.m.
Since the 1940 s Elwood
has been broadcasting and
writing about the jazz, blues
and the popular music world.

A native of Berkeley, Calif., he
has been producing jazz and
blues shows for radio KPFAin
the Bay Area for the past 21
years. He has also been a con
sultant to and participant in,
such events as the Monterey
Pop Festival and Bay Area
Blues Festival.
In addition to writing for
the "Examiner," Elwood has
contributed material to the
"Rolling Stone" and "Bill
board" magazines. Also, he is
a professor of history and
music at Laney College.
Elwood will be making his
second appearance at UOP in
as many years.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS

At Mardi Gras revival tomorrow night
The golden days of the UOP Mardi
r"as will be relived tomorrow
night (Saturday) as"Cold Blood,
popular nine-piece "boogie band
will perform at the Scottish Rite
Temple. 33 West Alpine, be
ginning at 9 p.m. 2*°PfCo*
^ASW)? Social Chairman
Seidman. "and as a matter
of fact, that's the theme for the
Larry

Crazy!

P™-

sented by the ASUOP social
program for Pacific students
only, the evening's festivities will
include the judging of the best cos
tumes. Prizes of up to $25 plus
tickets to Winterland and free
recordsfrom the ASUOP Discount
Record Store will be awarded. If
students wish to be judged, they
must be present between 9 and
10:30 p.m. Student body cards are
required for admittance.

Cold
Blood
has
recently
regrouped after a temporary
break-up. The group has played at
UOP several times in the past.
"We got them because they have
always been a good draw here,"
Seidman claimed. "It's going to
be a dynamite gig and I hope
everyone gets into the costume
idea." The
worst
costume
receives a tour of Burns Tower
from the pre^lent, he added.
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Enrollment Shift In Block Studies
By RILEY B. MASON
A changing view by both
black and white students in
volved in black studies pro
grams at the University of
the Pacific was noted re
cently by Professor Mark
Ealey, director of the black
studies program at UOP.
"The significant change
we see in our program is an
increasing
percentage of
white students enrolled and a
decreasing
number
of
blacks," explained Ealey,
who came to Pacific five years
ago from the University of
California faculty in Berke
ley.
"We think this means the
white students are just as curi-

need constant reinforcement
of our cultural heritage, sign
ficant achievements and crea
tive thoughts.
They are also putting
things in perspective by
taking up double majors,
(sociology and black studies,
for example) which is excel
lent. This does two things. It
gets blacks into a variety olareas where they are needed,
and they still pick up their
black studies."
At UOP, black studies
started in 1969 with some five
courses and 90 students. The
program has now grown to
include 11 courses, 225 stu
dents, and classification as a
department since 1972. A
Bachelor of Arts degree in
black studies has been
awarded to 33 graduates.

They are less inhibited about
making statements in class
that they would have been re
served about saying before."
"At the same time, black
students are more ac
comodating and open to hear
where whites are." He noted
that blacks seem more willing
to accept the idea that whites
actually don't know, when
making statements about
blocks.
Ealey also noted that
there is less talk of segre
gated classes by black
students. '.'They are willing to
accept that there is a definite
need for whites in black stu
dies."

Fairbrook Appointed
To Port Commission

Poets: Ready
Your Pens
Prizes for the best unpub
lished poems by under
graduate students will be of
fered in a contest for UOP,
UC (all campuses), Mills
College, Stanford, USF, Santa
Clara, and St. Mary's College
students. The awards include
$125 (1st); $100 (2nd); $75
(3rd); $50 (4th); and $25 (5th).

Exchanging perspectives
A growing number of while students are participating in black studies
courses, according to Professor Mark Ealey, who is seen here
(background, right) showing some slides in the "Cultural Contribu
tions of the Black American" class. The black studies program, which
was initiated in 1969, includes 11 courses, with some 225 students taking
part annually.

ous and in need of courses that
deal with an unfamiliar," he
said. "We know a lot of whites
who come to UOP with li
mited knowledge of the black
experience. They are con
cerned, and justifiably so,
because they have little know
ledge about groups other than
their own. Thus, there is a
very large need for us to con
tinue addressing ourselves to
these students (white)."
Concerning the changing
view of both black and white
students in black studies,
Ealey said, "White students
seem a little less uptight and
defensive in accepting things
they don't know about blacks.

Only about 160 of the 4,000
Pacific students are black,
Ealey said, but in contrast,
about half of the students en
rolled in black studies are
white.
The UOP professor also
voiced his explanation for the
decreasing percentage of
blacks enrolled in black
studies.
"These students are be
coming more aware of their
need to diversify their career
involvement in various fields.
Blacks still need black studies
because we still face many of
the same kinds of oppression
that we've always faced from
white society. Therefore, we

FREE BEER

PLANT

ONE FREE PITCHER
WITH THIS COUPON
TUES-THURS NITES
WITH THE ORDER OF
ONE LARGE PIZZA

AT

dittos
7555 Pacific Ave.
Stockton
478-4

INDOOR
PLANTS

Entries for local judging
are now being accepted by the
secretary, COP English
department. Only the five best
poems or groups of poems
from each school may be sub
mitted for final judging, which
will occur at Berkeley after
April 8. Interested students
should call the secretary at
946-2121
for further in
formation.
Briefly,
manuscripts
should be typewritten, and
bear a distinguishing mark in
place of the author's name, so
that anonymity may be
assured until decisions are
made.
Each
manuscript
should have attached a sealed
envelope bearing on the out
side the author's dis
tinguishing mark and con
taining a 3 x 5 card with full
identification upon it. Printed
cards may be obtained from
the English Office.
Please submit poems by
March 15.

WORL

AND

SHADE

708 SWAIN RD.
PRELAW STUDENTS
Register now lor April or July LSAT Review Course
to Maximize Your LSAT score.

Instruction exclusively in exam-taking techniques used
successfully by California Pre-LawSludents.
Taught in Berkely by practicing lawyers.
Course for July 27 LSAT starts July 10.
Course for April 20 LSAT starts April 3. Cost $85.
For complete information call today (415) 254-7045 or
write P.O. Box 54, Orinda, Calif. 94563

Paul Fairbrook, director
of auxiliary services at the
University of the Pacific, was
appointed to the Stockton Port
Commission in early January.
Fairbrook, along with
three others, was chosen from
a selection of 47 applicants by
the Stockton City Council.
As a commissioner his
duties will consist of policy
setting, directing the Port
Director in long-range goals,
and representing the port in
all official functions.
Formal meetings are held
twice monthly at the port
headquarters on Washington
St. Fairbrook declared that he
would like to extend a per
sonal invitation to all inter
ested persons to attend these
meetings.
"I feel that by being a port
commissioner I have a real op
portunity to become a con
crete example of the way the
university and the city can
work together for the better
ment of both," said Fair
brook.
A goal of the port commis
sion in connection with the
bicentennial celebration in
1976, is to create an exciting
new combination of amuse
ment, recreation, and com
mercial facilities along the
port. Hopefully, FaiFbrook ex
plained, this will become a
place many shoppers and
tourists will want to visit.

Other
plans inciU(i
developing industrial parl(s
building a bulk loading facj|j'
ty, and recreation facilities(0j
boaters further down
the
river.

PAUL FAIRBROOK

Also under consideration,
he added, is the possibility of
having barges take freight to
San Francisco, eliminitating
the need for many of the
trucks that are now used. ;
"In order to do all this we
will have to get the citizens of
Stockton to approve a large
bond issue, hopefully by the
November elections," ex
plained Fairbrook. "This will
not cost the taxpayers be
cause the plans are money
makers for the city."

Montana Rules

Liquor Legalized In
College Dorms
(I.P.) Students at Mon
tana State University are now
allowed to keep alcoholic
beverages in their dormitory
rooms. This has brought on the
demise of the kegger, ac
cording to MSU Student Body
President Vaughn Baker.
However, keggers are ex
pected to make a strong come
back this spring. "You've got
to have atmosphere to enjoy
drinking," said Glenn Lewis,
director of campus living.
"And you can't find a better
atmosphere than a keg of beer
and a campfire. Keggers will
never die. This is just a
temporary setback.
While students' interest in
keggers dropped,
their
interest in refrigerators sky
rocketed. One dorm, Hedges
North, had 27 small refrigera
tors available for students
to rent for their rooms.
Unhappiness over the num
ber available is the biggest
problem encountered under
the new rules, according to
Mit Parsons, dorm super
visor . "They have made life in
the dorm more pleasant," he
said.
The new regulations stem
from the state attorney gene
ral s ruling that a student has

exactly the same rights of pri
vacy in his dorm room as be
has in his own home, in
keeping with the ruling, 'e
State
University System
Board of Regents voted toa
low students to drink in t 0
dorm rooms if they are 18°
older.
olcn
The new regulations a
helped to make dormOT
rooms more popular arn
upper-classmen. "We |ja
more upper-classmenllV1 f
dorms this year than
before," according t°^oUL|S
Director Andy Blank. H
the new relaxed a ^
regulations may eVfnHorm
down the amount ot
t|
drinking done by studen • _
(PUZZLE on pg

16)

hi
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What Would
YOU Give Up?
If you were forced to cut
electricity substantially
hit would be the first things
|*»uld stop using?
a{

Vlark Voncoulin.

freshman,

C0.P-: "The girls'hair dryers
alone could
0n our floor
alleviate any energy crisis.
There's a lot of appliances that
do not need to be used over
time such as can openers,
saran wrap
dispensers,
toothbrushes... Everyone
should take into consideration
the shortage and be willing to
make concessions."

Jami Piper,
Conservatory:

sophmore,

"Television,
what else is there? I'd start
using candle.
There isn't
flitch you can do here. We're
P^ty much under control of
thedorm. I don't have a stereo
or a television myself. I do not
think there is an energy
crisis."
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Callison Students Discover Far East
By COURTNEY MITCHELL

If you can see yourself
special "certificate course" in year in Stockton, plane fare
becoming a global citizen
exploring values and ways of Indian studies is being and all. State and UOP
developed for UOP students.
scholarships are applicable
living far different from your
Students will live in two and the two programs are
own, Callison College may
houses with encouragement to funded for work-study.
have something to offer you.'
live with host families. In
The Japan group will
Callison has sent Univer
charge of academic and resi leave in early September and
sity of the Pacific groups to
dential matters are Mr. and be back in middle May, and
India for four years and to
Mrs. Munshi. Munshi is on the the India group must be in
Japan for two years. During
faculty of St. Xavier and will India at the beginning of July
the 74-75 school year it will run
be the Hindi instructor and to return in March with possi
two lull-scale programs in
academic advisor. His wife, ble open tickets back through
non-Western studies for the
Kiki Skagen Munshi, an the Pacific.
first time since the college's
American, was a counselor
Late applications are still
founding in 1967. The Callison
lor Callison students in the being taken for next year.
community was founded on past program and will super
Callison
Provost
Reuben
the idea that non-Western vise the special projects.
Charles Bates, sophomore,
Smith, who has just returned
studies and the experience of a Every student will have the
from a visit of the Japan pro
C.O.P.:
"My
electricradically different culture are opportunity to undertake
gram, Dr. Margaret Cortoothbrush and hair curlers
an invaluable part of ail ex individual work in Indian arts,
mack, long-lime India resi
and setter. I'd stop using my
panded liberal education in religions or any field of dent and coordinator of Callichoo-choo train. I'd replace
the growing world community inquiry that interests them son's new India program, and
my electric blanket with of today.
and is possible.
Dr. Jerry Hewitt, preceptor,
something as warm. No
In Japan, the program
The tuition and expenses will explain and
answer
really, in all concern I would starts with six weeks of
cut my studying hours to an intensive language studv. lor this expanded education questions about the res
hour to conserve electricity in During this time you are are about equal to a school pective overseas experiences.
order that Tricky Dick would .- settled into a Japanese family
have less tension."
somewhere in Kyoto, the an-c-ient cultural center of
Imperial Japan. Your family
The High School Equiva
will gently introduce you to the
lency Program at the Univer
entirely different ways they
sity of the Pacific is having an
Fraternity Rush sign-ups
have of sleeping, eating and
art contest, which will include will be held the week of March
bathing.
prizes worth up to $15.
4-8 at various areas around
Following their intro
The contest, which is held campus, each day from 9 a.m.
duction to the Japanese lan
once every two months, starts to 4 p.m.
guage, students are turned
this week and will run through
All male University of the
loose into one of the many
the first of March. It is open to Pacific students, including
study opportunities developed HEP students only.
freshmen, are eligible for the
by the incredibly resourceful
Spokesmen for HEP ex spring Rush. Dates for Open
director of the program, plained that the contests were House and other Rush func
Horace Dutton. Last year and first presented this year and tions will be revealed when the
Joyce Quigley, sophmore,
this year, students have stemmed from the national student signs up.
C.O.P.: "I don't know. I would
delved into karate, (arming,
Rush tables will be
cut down what I cooked in the puppetry, Japanese business HEP art programs that are
oven, stop using electric- methods, or just about any held annually. Paintings and located near the ASUOPoffice
crafts make up most of the and in Tiger Square next to
clocks and electric blankets. I thing that struck their fancy.
Knoles Hall.
items
that are judged.
could cut down on a lot of light. During last year's program
An important thing would be three students were appren
to buy beer in glass bottles, it ticed to Japanese potteri.es.
takes less electricity to make Two are now T.A.'s in Callithem. I think a lot of little son's ceramics lab and the
leasures could add up to save other who stayed on in Japan
electricity."
At the start of each procedures.
is giving a show next month in
This will protect the stu
semester, professors have an
Tokyo.
dents
in the weeks ahead.
obligation
to
explain
the
Luis Watts, a student in
Professors will be unable to
course
requirements
to
stu
this year's program, is
deviate from grading proce
presently in an internship with dents.
dures and will not be able to
These
explanations
a Japanese bank concern en
assign major work during
should
be
detailed
and
should
gaged in a sophisticated
"Dead
Week."
computer analysis as his clearly outline student respon
Students currently taking
sibilities
in
terms
of
papers,
senior project for Callison.
classes where the professor
For the more academic tests, and projects.
The manner in which has not detailed class require
ally inclined, the program
grades
are determined should ments should report this to the
moves in the spring to Tokyo's
also
be
explained until stu ASUOP Director of Aca
Sophia University where a
dents clearly understand the demics, Karen Moore.
liberal arts program has been

David Cassell, junior, C.O.P.:
"My television, my stereo,
probably
my
garbage
disposal. Generally the thing
that aren't necessary to get
Vogt,
freshman, by. I have cut down
im,.
"My
electric substantially on the electricity
an2ager' 1 can't think of I use. I think everyone should.
Ihln„!ng rd cut. The only A lot of people are hypo
iter! Use 'n the dorm is my critical about energy waste,
usin0 and I'd never cut out when it gets serious people
isnnt
*n tJle dorms there will finally realize that they
oiuch you can use."
will have to comply."

* * ** * * * * • * • * • • • * * • • • * • • • * • • •
pARTY-LINE CHRISTIANITY" *

COME HEAR FLOYD OHLER, ENGLISH TEACHER
AT STAGG HIGH SCHOOL, WHO WILL BE LEADING
A DISCUSSION ON HOW EFFECTIVELY YOU CAN
COMMUNICATE YOUR FAITH IN JESUS, WITHOUT
'PARTY-LINE' COMMUNICATION. COME AND BE
CHALLENGED.
J'HO: EVERYONE WELCOME.
ERE:
EIRST BAPTIST CHURCH ON EL DORADO AND
EUCLID (3 BLOCKS EAST OF UOP), MEETING IN
THE CHAPEL.
HfcN; SUNDAY
EVENING, MARCH 3RD AT 7:15 P.M.
*** * * * * • • * * • • * * • • * * * • * • * * • •

I HEP Art I Spring Frnt
Rush Starts

set up for Callison.
The Indian government is
again allowing students to
study in India and Callison has
established ties
with St.
Xavier's College of Gijarat
University in Ahmedabad. A

SUMMER JOBS! RESEARCH
Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches and
Resorts throughout the nation.
Over 50,000 students aided each
year. For FREE information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED enve
lope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901.
....YOU MUST APPLY EARLY....

MEN AND BOYS SAVE $$
[)N THE NEWEST STYLES
RAZOR CUTS
STYLE CUTS
REGULAR HAIRCUTS
(includes .sluinip""
mid conditioning!
ul tin-

ST0CKTON4V1OLEK

BAKBEK COLLEGE
32 f E. MARKET
OPEN I CES. Thru S Y1.
VII students i\ork
supervised l» (|uujilied.
licensed instructors

Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mall order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

ao,H...imrni yALyABLE COUPON"1"111""1^

| NEW DOUBLE BURGER
§

CHARBROILED WITH TWO PIECES OF CHEESE
FRIES.

LARGE

SOFT DRINK

ALL FOR

99CBICSYD'S
1.35 VALUE

4227 PACIFIC AVE.
GOOD THRU MARCH'7
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Voter Apathy and ASUOP
Again, it is that time of year when we are allowed to
choose who will serve in the positions of ASUOP president
and vice-president.
Every year we see the living proof of the apathy that
exists towards the student government by the candidates who
participate, or as is the case this year, lack of them. Each
year our scenic campus is turned into Early American Cam
paign Style with a barrage of posters and buttons that wilt
with the spring rain as soon as they are tacked into position.
Each year candidates make promises or a more active
student government where more money will go to social, and
more money will go to services, which will make the $75 a
year student body fees we pay worthwhile. And every year,
when those promises made the previous spring have not been
realized, and everyone recognizes that fact, the easiest ex
cuse for the student officer is to blame it all on the student
apathy.
In the world beyond Pacific, voter apathy is often asso
ciated with such things as a person's inability to interact with
the system and/or the inability of the system to change. It is
no wonder that students are apathetic. Looking back on the
past four years I have spent at Pacific, I can only say that the
candidates this year represent that "more of the same" idea
that can be directly associated with apathy.
The biggest failing of student government as I have seen
it is its failure to incorporate and be responsible to the
majority of students on campus who mechanically contri
bute to the $200,000-plus budget of ASUOP.
The best indicator of the quality of our student leaders
comes when it is time to dole out the money before their peers
at the ASUOP budget hearings that are held in the fall. It is
remarkable how programs that would benefit the campus as
a whole are forsaken for luxury items and minority pro
grams. But then again campaign promises are forgotten over
the summer.
In the past this editorial page has been used to criticize
the present student government, placing all the blame on
ineffective student body officers. After that was over, the
Editor would blindly move to support a candidate with the
hope that things would change the following year.
This year, I choose a different approach. I do believe that
the Harlan administration did the best it coulld under the pre
sent structure. Larry Seidman's social program certainly
can be considered a plus for that administration among other
things. Furthermore, I have no desire to support any candi
date because that decision is better left to you. As far as I am
concerned, I see little difference in the candidates, they all
are promising the same things that have been promised in the
past.
What are the yet unrealized potentials of the ASUOP?
Many have said that a student government where students
are playing an active role in a responsive organization is not
feasible. Students, as I mentioned before are labeled apa
thetic and irresponsive. If there is any truth to those labels, it
is partly because the present structure of student govern
ment does not allow for anything else.
The obvious question then is, how do we change that mon
strous creature? First we establish a permanent set of priori
ties as to budget allocation and make them stick. First priori
ty should go to programs which shall directly serve and bene
fit the student body as a whole. Second, more emphasis and
information should be given tostudents informing them of the
constituent senator program. Where 100 signatures are now
required for one to qualify as a student senator, I feel that
only 50 signatures should be required for more active parti
cipation.
The two steps I mentioned would only mark a small move
to a more responsive and representative student govern
ment. It would be naive to say that all of the problems asso
ciated with ASUOP can be blamed on its structure, just as.it
is naive to blame all the problems on student apathy. The
important point is that we drop the excuses and work for a
better ASUOP now!
By STEPHEN SMITH

Spirit of Band Frolic

^letter to
express ray sentiments in rej
card to last weekend s Bana
Frolic First of all, Heel that.
congratulations are due Alpha
Kappa Lambda for their firstplace victory in Band Frolic.
They presented a very w
written,
directed.
anci
polished
performance.
Their harmonizing on one
song was of the quality of a
good barbershop quartet,
their acting was of thecaliber
of a skilled drama production
and their script on par with
that of a playwright. I must
say, however, that I question
the method by which this
determined the winning Band
Frolic in our division.
Band Frolic is not meant
to be Broadway nor are the
skits intended to be major
theatrical productions and yet
that is the criteria by which
they are judged. Although I
commend AKL for their novel
approach to Band Frolic in re
cent years and feel that a few
of their plays have deserved to
win, I wonder how the other
side of Band Frolic has come
to be so completely ignored.
What has happened to the
enthusiastic, humorous, and
above all, entertaining
extravaganza so traditional to
Band Frolic? It is distressing
to note that technical excel
lence has taken precedence
over a spirited performance
and audience appeal in the
judging of Band Frolic, for not
only does that take the frolic
out of Band Frolic but it also
relegates it to a professional
status that destroys the spirit
of participation and sense of
competition for those groups
not largelj'1 composed '6f
individuals skilled in the arts
of drama or music. If this

trend, continues, Band Frolic
will cease to be an enjoyable
activity for either the parti
cipants who must work so very
hard only to be told on
Saturday night that they re
not drama majors or the
audience who has come to
know Band Frolic as a hearty,
robust, and uniquely enter
taining evening of vaudevillian frivolity. May I sug
gest as perhaps one way to
change this a complete review
of scoring priorities and
judging procedures and the
expansion
of
scoring
categories to include an enter
tainment category which
could be judged by either
general audience reaction or
the traditional
judging
methods.

A Travesty

Dear Editor:
Regarding the recent out
comes of Band Frolic, I can
not consider myself an
impartial observer, nor is my
sportsmanship ever good
when I lose unjustly. With
these admissions in mind, I
would like to label the men's
.Band Frolic competition for
what it was: A travesty of
Tradition.
True, traditions are built
to be toppled. But, if the spi
rited excellence to Tau's
Frolic is to be toppled by a
darling piece of profes
sionalism, will not Band
Frolic itself be close behind?
Mr. Band Director, can you af
ford to degrade the amateur
efforts of many for the
polished foppery of a few? I
doubt that you can. We can
much better save the timeand
expense by dropping you.
In addition,are not the
participants of Band Frolic
due a note of appreciation for
their efforts? Possibly the
Music Department is too busy
counting the take to afford
participants the gratitude
which they so richly deserve.
Sincerely insulted,
Craig Kennedy
Top o' the Tau
Phi Kappa Tau

March
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In closing I would in,
extend congratulations
Oil.
job well done 4o all iivj]
groups that particip'ate>
this year's Band Froli
a,
elude an apology for %
action's of our house'du^
the
award
Cere
Although a' we . excmony
use [.
poor
manship,
group of men cannot puto^
more enthusiastic and
received show than thisvjj'
nffnrt and
onH fn
lno/x once ' S
effort
to lose
for the reasons mention^
above was indeed a <
strating and bitter di *
pointment that we
not handle as well as we shou!
have.

Michael Sarin
Joel Gamb|(
Phi Kappa Ta,

F-ditorial

An Educational Decision
During winter term I had a lot of time to consider just
what I was doing here in scenic Stockton. I began to question
why I was at UOP as opposed to being somewhere else. To find
out why I am here now I decided to re-discover why 1 came
here in the first place. I was originally "sold" on thissehoolby
the admissions office so I went back there. The three admis
sions officers I talked to during my visit didn't give me the
whitewash I expected.
The admissions office may be the most positive element
of this school. When asked how UOP is presented to an out
standing high school student, the admissions officers said
they rely on the campus, among other things, to speak tor
itself. The favorable size of UOP is stressed strongly, asisthe
layout and "personality ' of the campus. The diversity of aca
demic opportunity is stressed most of all.
The admissions staff suggested that one of the ways UOP
gains its prestige is that it is, as we have heard lime and time
again, the oldest chartered institution of higher learning in
California. To this I said, "so what?" Other reasonsgivenfor
the prestige element that this school possesses are that the
campus "shows so well" and that it presents an aura of res
pectability and prestige. These factors are not me majui
ones that determine prestige.What prestige is usually linke
to is the selectivity each university exerts in the selection pro
cess. The admission^ office catagorized UOP as mid
level academia'' and said that admittedly this sc^°° 's®'
important fact is that UOP doesn't try to be as prestige
The admissions staff doesn't compare UOP to other scnoos.
UOP has a certain product to ofler. It is expensive.W
product is not for everyone. Less than 50 per cent of the _,
man class goes on to graduate. But many studei
exactly what they are looking for in a higher education
here. If after a year or two one finds that UOP is not rig
him then one should look into other schools.
But just because UOP may not be a good experienv
one person doesn't mean that it isn't valid for the 3,8 )
people here. Expectations about college are always too
There are bound to be aspects of this school that may e
down. In no way is this school a waste of time though^
here has helped one realize that here is not the placeJ11*
to be then the experience has still been a success. This•>
is based on the interests of its students. If one can treu j,
interests here, he shouldn't stay. But if one decides los ^
should make an attempt to accept and use what UO
j
offer.
By BILL1
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, LESLIE JENSEN
By
Thomas Ambrogi,
Dr. in the Universitv of
-ofessor s
Pacific religious studies
" rtment was in Jeru£„ during the recent Israli!b conflict and recently rerabC in '
'rned from a- sabbatical
iC (viidEast.
Ambrogi was doing re\ at the Ecumenical
THOMAS E. AMBROGI
; itute for Advancement for
which is
heological Studies
Jerusalem
)Cated between
mj Bethlehem.
The purpose ol this msti- at Tel Aviv and "blessed it on United Nations was derelict in
one hand and cursed in on the recognizing the rights of all."
le jS to maintain good reRegarding
the con
ions between the Catholics other."
troversy
over
a
possible
Ambrogi
feels
Israel
is
not
nd Protestants on a serious
parallel
between
the
Mid-East
a
militarist
or
expansionist
heological level. It is an inter
nal institution and is nation. "All you have to do is conflict and the Biblical pro
be there with them during a phesy that the second coming
rivately funded.
war
and see how the entire of Christ will follow specific
"I was there from late
September until Jan. 6, doing nation grieves over the life of events, Ambrogi denies the
connection. To the contrary,
one soldier," he said.
•esearch in the theology of
Ambrogi is concerned with
Ambrogi
blames
this
con
iberation, a whole body of
"theology and with religious
flict
on
the
United
Nations,
as
theological analysis stem
belief, how the Christian world
ming from
revolutionary it was they who created the
is relating to Israel and the
state
of
Israel
and
then
failed
movements in Latin America.
inability
of the Christian
Hound myself in the middle of to proyide for the Arabs who
world
to
realize
the need for a
the Middle East situation and were already living in that
land
for
the
Jewish
people."
making relationships
be land. In that sense, "The
tween what was going on in
Latin America and the crisis
in the Middle East," says
Ambrogi. "I was heavily into
the political, sociological, and
economic analysis of the
revolutionary movements of
Latin America and also into
Richard G. Landis. presi Bay Area Council and a mem
the theology of Latin Ameri dent and chief operations offi- ber or the Board of trustees for
cans about that whole situ cer of the Del Monte Corpor the Boy Scouts of America,,
ation."
ation in San Francisco has Bay A^ea Qouncil He is also
Concerning the role of the been named to the University a member of the Advisory
United States in this conflict, of the Pacific Board or Re Board of the Northern Califor
Ambrogi feels that the impli
nia Industry-Education Coun
gents.
cations of the Arab-Israeli
cil
and a member of the
Ted Baun, president of the
struggle between the United board, announced the appoint Advisory Committee of the
University
of
California
States and the Soviet Union.
ment of Landis at a recent
He sees very few solutions to meeting of the regents on the School of Business Adminis
tration. He is also a membei
the dilema, as it is "a very Stockton campus.
tragic collision of rights on
Prior to being named of the Council of the Americas.
The new regent holds a
both sides, and there are no president and chiei oper
white hats and black hats on
B.A. degree in social sciences
ations officer for Del Monte in
either side. If there's any 1971. Landis had served with from La Verne College and
thing I came away with," he the corporation in various has done graduate work at the
said, "it's a renewed realiza
Claremont Graduate
jj^p
•School.
•••1^
administrative duties for •1cl
tion of the complexity of the seven years, including group
situation, and that simple executive vice-president,
judgements are going to be vice-president
for
U.S.
wrong."
production,
vice-president
ART SUPPLIES
Ambrogi said the Israelis and manager for Pacific Coast
GIFTS
"d the Arabs were very Operation.
"fondly to him and his com
PARTY
SUPPLIES
A Piedmont resident, Lan
mons. The sentiment of the dis is director of Crocker
Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
Sraelis toward the American
BRIDAL REGISTRY
National Bank and the Pote°ple
is somewhat con3220 Pacific Avenue
The
l
latch Corporation.
°
Used; they feel unfortunate to
Phone 466-7031
mer U.S. Air Force pilot
* tbe the pawn between the a trustee of the San Francisco
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS
nited States and
Russia

Del Monte President
Named New Regent

unbirogi

referred to a friend
' ">s> an Israeli colonel, who
atched an American plane
iHyfog military arms arrive
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An extensive alumni tele
phone campaign has recently
been launched in an effort to
increase alumni donations at
Pacific. The program is
headed by Ms. Diana Clause
who was named director of
alumni and parent relations
last summer.

The Walnut Creek cam- ,
paign raised $630, with 45
pledges averaging $14 each.
Clause said that the gifts can
range from $1 to $1,000.

The campaign aims to
raise money for scholarships
and to generate an overall
higher level of alumni partici
pation, said Clause.
The need for funding the
scholarship program is great.
In 1960 the amount of money
necessitated in the school bud
get for scholarships was
$100,000: today that amount
has soared to $800,000.
Pacific's first alumni tele
phone campaign was coor
dinated in Feb. 1973, and hit
only three cities: Stockton,
Sacramento and Fresno. 1 he
campaign was highly success
ful and raised
Pacific's
alumni participation to 12 per
cent which clearly surpassed
the two percent participation
rate of previous years.
According to Clause, the
national average of alumni
donation participation at a pri
vate university is 20 per cent.
The 1973-74 campaign,
which got rolling in Walnut
Creek Feb. 4, is aimed at 11
cities throughout Northern
and Southern California.

A great deal of the money
raised by the telephone cam
paign is predominatly new
money or newly recovered
money, said Clause. She is
excited about the "new
money" because she believes
that the success of these peo
ple donating next year is high.
Clause, who herself is a
Pacific alumna, feels that the
great benefit of the telephone
campaign is that those in
volved can talk to people and
initiate response: the entire
event is an "up
kind of
evening," she said.
Clause stressed
the
"crying need for volunteer
time at UOP; volunteers are
the key to success in alumni
programs, there is no limit to
what a good number of people
can do."

The actual phoning is done
by 10-IS Pacific alumni. The
eveningof calling isstarted off
by a complimentary dinner
and an introduction by Clause.
The calls are made from any
local bank or brokerage which
has a good number of outside
lines available. The calls are
made to all Pacific alumni in
the area.
t>

I
•

Each telephone cam
paign is preceded by a
regional meeting, designed to
bring the area alumni toge
ther and to inform prospec
tive students about Pacific.
Pacific.
A further development,
termed Pacific Greater
Awareness,
consists ol
creating area club which
would be organized in various
cities for the purpose of
rounding up information con
cerning alumni,
current
Pacific students and pro
spective students. Clause feels
that this would be a personal
touch which would appeal to
the Pacific alumni who is
interested in donating a
valuable service to his alma
mater.
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We have now expanded our facilities into
Datsun, Toyota and small domestic cars.
VOLKSWAGEN

COMPLETE REPAIRS & PARTS

DATSUN TOYOTA

COMPLETE REPAIRS & PARTS
USID CARS
•ODY SHOP

on purchase

ELECTRIC
TYPEWRITERS

WINES

UOP Alumni Are
Dialing For Dollars
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'Academic. Athletes'
Show Their Strength
Resolved:
That the
University of the Pacific de
bate team won the annual
Governor's Cup Inivitational
Speech Tournament Jan. 31
and it's about time the univer
sity gets to know just what an
outstanding debate team this
school has.
The UOPdebate team has
a history dating back to the
1860's when the topic fdr
debate was the Civil War. This
tradition of having an out
standing debate squad is
stronger than ever right now.
The debate team is ranked
second nationally for mediumsized colleges and 11th nation
ally overall. Last year the
team collected over 150 tro
phies for excellence in debate.
Paul Winters, the debate
coach, has had a great deal to
do with the team's success.
Under his coaching, past UOP
debate teams have won 41
national championships—41
national first place rankings!
As far as having out
standing debators, this year's
team is no exception. Such out
standing debators as Jon
Schamber, John Hoban,
Shoaib Khan and Albert
Fierro have once again put
UOP at the top of the rankings.
Schamber and Hoban were
proclaimed the top team at the

Governor's Trophy Tourney.
Debate tournaments are
scored like a track meet, with
five individual events and two
team events (a team con
sisting of two people), lne
individual
events
are:
impromptu and extem
poraneous speaking, covered
by Frank Floyd, Rhonda
Brown, and Dustin Richal[ds'
oratory, covered by Albert
Fierro, Marriann Rivera,
Shoaib • Khan, and Angela
Rhodes; interpretive reading,
covered by Marriann Rivera
and Albert Fierro; and exposi
tory speaking, which any
member may cover.
The junior division, con
sisting of freshman and sopho
mores is led by the team of
Stuart Cooper and Bernadine
Marvel.
The overall attitude is
strictly professional. They see
themselves as "an extension
of the university's academic
arm" and feel that the image
they present is the image peo
ple will get of UOP.
The debate team does a
great deal of traveling, most
of which is funded by the
university. They have com
peted at Arizona and Arizona
State universities, USC and
UCLA, Brigham Young
University and University of

Raymond Art Show
Freshman Sue Sharek looks over
a few of the objects that were on
display in last weekend's
Raymond Art Show. Raymond
College students produced some
50 items including photographs,
ceramics, and sculptures, for the

New Mexico just to name a
few. They will be competing at
the Air Force Academy in the
national tournament, pro
viding they qualify, which
they no doubt will.
The university offers
scholarships for debate. Of the
present 25 debators, 12 are on
scholarship. These students
think of themselves as
''academic atljeletes."

THE ASUOP LOAN STORE
has aim to offer you !
The following list of items are available to be checked out free
of charge by all UOP students who have a valid ASUOP card.

AUTO TOOLS
topi set-(american)
tool set- (metric)
compression tester
dwell/tach meter
timing light
hydraulic jack
jack stands
car ramps
jumper cables
trouble light
grease gun
battery termical cleaners
box-end wrenches
crescent wrenches
torque wrench
vise-grips
assorted pliers
assorted screw drivers

CAMPING GOODS
11-lb. propane bottle
campers cook-kit
ice chests
propane heater
water jugs
propane lanterns
day packs
2-man back-pack tents
large tents
backpacks & frames
backpack stoves
liter bottles
tarp tents
mess kits

SPORTING GOODS
fishing poles
rafts & oars
toboggans
snow shoes

GENERAL
portable bar-b-q
calculators
manual typewriters
electric engraver
extension cords
Mon-Fri 10-12, 2-4
Located in the "Pacific Fruit
Express"

Sat-Sun 11-12

show that was presented as a part
of "Raymond College Day" ac
tivities February 23. The desig
nated day is a segment of the UOP
"Special
Programs"
series
that oilers tours and discussions
for new students.

Pacific Photo Contest
For those interested in
photography, you now have
the chance to cash in on your
skill. The chance is available
through the University of the
Pacific and ASUOP spon
sored photo contest.
"UOP Today" is the
theme for the contest and it is
open to all students and em
ployees of UOP. Pictures may
relate to either on or ofl'-campus activities.
There will be three cate
gories: black and white
prints; color prints; and 35
mm color slides. The prints
must be'8x10 or larger and
mounted on 16x20 mounting
board. Up to four pictures may
be entered per category.

There is no entry fee
Each category will hai
three prizes. The winner*!
receive $25; second, $15
third, $10.
In addition to the pri
winners, pictures will
chosen for display at Pa
Day on April 27. All chosen
receive ribbons..
|
All photos are to betu
in at the Public Relal
Office and will be judged
group of commercial
graphers.
Contact
admissions office if y®l
siVe any further informati
The deadline is April 12
you've got plenty ol time
your cameras and
clicking.

HARDWARE TOOLS
wire brushes
caulking guns
chisels
electric drills
drill index
claw hammers
ball-pein hammer
rubber mallot
impact tool
level
square measure
hand rip saw
hack saw
utility hand saw
putty knife
. f - paint scrapers
tape measure
• - wire strippers
hatchet
/
crow bar
belt sander
orbital/line sander
circular saws
sabre saw
paint sprayer & compressor
block planes
bevel

HOUSEHOLD
spray iron
sewing machines
vacuum cleaners

A snappy tw0"P.iecf.^ftIt'itti#'
washable acrylic K
.yd
without a belted -alS
Sizes 5-11. $38.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
fondue pot
electric mixer
electric blender
popcorn poppers

*Some of the more expensive items require a small refundable
deposit.

2019 Pacific
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United
JgStereo's
^Music
Rationinq1
System
Don't impose music
rationing on yourself.
hear it like it was
meant to be heard .
on an energy
saving music
system from
United
Stereo!
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Spring for
one
of these!
innn 2a Sprin9 machlne. SUPERSCOPE'S new
OR 1000 AM/FM Portable Radio Cassette Recorder' It
i t " a b ° u ;e v e r y t h i n g . a n d i t d o e s i t s o w e l l ! F i r s t
I .
,
radio bringing in your favorite programs
an c ear. Then it's a monaural cassette recorder that
stXfr,h,e°(afn.ds.m0?Ural ,apes' And records songs and
And y0u 030 take lt t0 your next
Pr h
t
• lsbee Tournament 'cause it's portable. At home, just
P ug it in AC and use it as a radio cassette system. Even
nas a sleep-switch" that turns off automatically after
you ve been serenaded to sleepy-byes. And all this for no
more than you'd expect to pay for an AM/FM radio alone.
PR

SUPERSCOPE does bring you more value per dollar
than anything going. SONY tape recorders and MARANTZ
stereo components - the world's finest audio equipment
come together in SUPERSCOPE. Why don't you get to
gether with this great radio-cassette and have all kinds of
music wherever you go!

$79*

Reel
Quality!

Ours is a very simple plan and guaranteed to be fair to
everybody. In essence, you can have all the music you want,
anytime you want it and you don't have to have odd or even
license plates, tickets or know the guy who runs the place.
Just come in and ask for your ration of music and we'll
show you systems to fit every need, every pocketbook,
every possible musical taste. And you have the added plus
of UNITED'S written five year guarantee. If you run out of
music before that time we'll fix it for free.

Impressive specs make this new KENWOOD KX-700
Stereo Cassette Deck an important stereo find for anyone
wanting reel-to-reel quality with cassette convenience. The
frequency response is a very good 25-15K Hz and the signal
to noise ratio is 58 dB when you're using the built-in DOLBY
Noise Reduction System. And it has all the other quality
features you'd expect from KENWOOD . . . super ferrite
head, three-way tape selector switch, large VU meters, slide
volume controls, three digit counter and feather touch
operation . . . it's all there to make this an outstanding
addition to your mus'C system. And no music system is
complete without a tape deck. Check out the KENWOOD
KX-700 and we think you'll agree.

Marantz Engineered

A 5 YEAR WARRANTY IN WRITING. At United Stereo
we give you free parts for 5 years and 3 years free labor on
any complete music system we advertise. No small print,
no exclusions (except the needle on the record player).
Fair enough?
60 DAY EXCHANGE PRIVILEGES. If you don't like
it when you hear it at home, bring it back within 60 days
and we'll exchange it.

The SUPERSCOPE R330 AM/FM receiver is really
different. Not just the eye-pleasing magenta dial or the
crisp, clean design of its functional front panel... no,
the real difference is in performance, features and spec
ifications. Smooth tuning, excellent selectivity, all the
extras including a loudness switch to compensate for the
loss of bass when you're in an intimate listening situation.
The SUPERSCOPE R330 gets it all together and then some.
An ideal starter component for the tentative stereo convert.
It won't let you down.
has

ou9ht

allrh BS<* 260AX
to cost more than $79.95. It
ety devices, and a well balanced tonearm that
will SHH
years
with
to the life of your records. Comes complete
a walnut base and a SHURE cartridge already installed.

Save
xr/k
yO*

The mighty mites of the stereo world . . . MACH Is!
Our interest in these modestly priced speakers lies chie y in
the fact that we can't find a better unit made today or t e
price. Over-all balanced sound in a handsomely finished
cabinet. Good highs . . . good lows. Good value. Just abou
all you could ask for in a speaker costing less than 100 pac s
of cigarettes.
Price includes United Stereo's five-year

warranty.

To purchase these components seperately, you

^

W

BSR 260AX with base and a

Shure cartridge
MACH 1 (pr.)

•
TOTAL

WE THINK OUR PRICES ARE THE BEST. Just in
case someone might beat our prices on current models
of new merchandise, we'll be glad to refund the differ
ence or match the price as the case may be.
LIBERAL TRADE-IN POLICY. We use the bible of the
industry ... the Halb Blue Book in which the trade-in
value of just about any piece of stereo equipment ever
made is clearly listed.
• raunc
MORE
raua

MUSIC FOR YOUR MONEYl'

US

"^STEREO

6239 Pacific Avenue 478*3800

SlQQ «-330
Y •

ONE YEAR SPEAKER TRIAL. You get the full purchase
price of any speaker costing up to $200. in trade toward
more expensive speakers you might decide you'd rather
have.

1339.80

Mon-Fri 9-9, Sat 10-6, Sun 12-6

In

March 1, i974
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Engineers

A Great Notion' Here

By ANITA DOW
"It's a great program.
Very interesting."
"It's very worthwhile and
a good learning experience."
These were just a few of

By CRAIG COWLEY
Ken Kesey, famed sixties the coming-down scene for
soul-stirrer and author of One One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest (now a long-running San the responses from the enFlew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
and Sometimes
A Great Francisco play).
Journalist Tom Wolfe
Notion will speak tonight at 8
turns
the spotlight on Kesey s
p.m. in the Conservatory.
In a world of slow soft further adventures in The
death, he has consistently spo Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test, a
ken on the side of ever-in classic introduction to the
creasing (and some times world-conquering euphoria ol
uncomfortable)
conscious the Haight-Ashbury sixties.
ness. It was Kesey who said, Wolfe elevates Kesey, non"You have to.trust what you captain of the da-glo-painted
know, and all that you know, "Furthur" bus, to the status of
and as far in any direction as a mythical hero, and defines
in religious terms the notor
your knowledge takes you.
In these sunset years ious "acid tests" which his
(1968-74) Kesey has followed Merry Pranksters put on with
such culture-heroes as Bob the Grateful Dead.
Busted on a San I ranDylan and John Lennon into
cisco
rooftop for possession of
semi-seclusion.
Kesey first experienced marijuana, Kesey lied to
LSD as one of the young drug- Mexico, watched the waves
test subjects in the govern for a while as a fugitive in the
ment laboratories of the early jungles of Puerto Vallarta,
finally walked back across the
sixties.
As a student, working border to end up serving time
nights in a mental ward, he as a subject of the State ol
persuaded a fellow worker to California. His poem "Cut the
has
administer electric shocks to Motherfuckers Loose
him as to a patient, so that he roots in his prison experience.
could write from experience

College

.and

theCorps
The United States Marine Corps is contin
ually looking to the nation's colleges and univer
sities for a few good men with the potential to lead
Marines.
Men selected for Marine officer programs
attend pre-commission training either in summer
sessions between academic years, or after college
graduation.
There are two basic officer programs, Platoon
Leaders Class (PLC) and Officer Candidate Class
(OCC). In addition to ground officer preparation,
each program has aviation options. Men qualified
for training either as future pilots or flight officers
are guaranteed post-comission aviation training
before they enroll.
In terms of monetary incentives it is important
to realize that the amount an officer is paid is
based on length of service as well as rank. Your
longevitey is counted from the time you enter one of
our college programs. Begin PLC in your freshman
year, and you'll have a three year advantage over
the senior enrolled in OCC. In dollars and cents
that can mean over $1,850 in additional annual
compensation after commissioning.
Another monetary plus is the financial assist
ance that selected PLC members can receive. You
could get $100 each month of the school year in
exchange for additional active duty obligations.
This assistance may be payable for up to three
years. That's a total of $2,700.

FOR FULL DETAILS ON MARINE OFFICER
PROGRAMS, SEE THE MARINE REPRESENT
ATIVE.

DATE:

4 - 5 MARCH 1974

TIME:

9 A.M. - 3 P.M.

PLACE:

STUDENT UNION

thusiastic high school stucdents
who
attended
Engineer-Student Day last
Wednesday on our campus.
This was the third year for

the program, held in conjunc-

lion with National e„.
gineering Week. Local en
gineers sponser a junior or
senior high school student f0r
the day's events. This year67
engineers
participated j„
the program, with a like num.
ber of students.
Events for the day jn.
eluded a social hour, tour of
the School of Engineering, in.
eluding labs, a luncheon and
actual field trips with the
engineers.
A panel discussion on
"Engineering
Education:
How? Why?" was part of the
luncheon program. Panel
members included Robert
Heyborne, dean of the
School of Engineering, Donald
Albright, division electric
superintendent with PG&E,
and Phil Napala, a senior
engineering student.

Faculty members from
the School of Engineering
participated in other local
activities as part of the Na
tional Engineering Week.
Saturday evening, a dinner for
local engineers was held with
130 people in attendance.
Assemblyman Leroy Greene
of Sacramento, one of two
engineers serving in the state
assembly,
addressed the
meeting.
An award for the local
"Engineer of the Year was
presented at the dinner meet
Dr Walt Harris shows a trio of engineering students how its done during
ing. Two years ago, DeanHeyNational Engineering Week, held Feb. 15-22. UOP celebrated the affair
borne received this award.
with tours of the School of Engineering, luncheons and field trips as

National Engineering Week

several high school students visited the campus, taking part in these
event with some 67 engineers. Standing from left to right are: Rick
Robb, Jim Hollyngsworth, and Pete Barbot.

nFRINT
rmminu
P/P'ior?
What's

• Bulletins
• Letters
• Catalog Sheets
• Office Forms
• Manuals
• Price Lists
• Records
• Reports
• Veloxing
• Layout

Programs
• Stationery
• Charts
• Mailers
• Notices
• Newsletters
• Cards
• Composition
• Etc., Etc.
-call-

465-5914

420 E. LINDSAY ST.
(HTWIIMI

svrrin a CAUH

whouses /»p?
TO NAME A FEW...
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accountants
Banks
Insurance Co.'s
Ad Agencies
Consultants
Architects

P.^ Firms
Manufacturers
Retailers
Wholesalers
Churches
Social Groups

FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY

20% Discount on ail £2l
College

Activities

POSTAL JmU PREsff

P

Dental Admission Test
ReviewandCourse

Last week, local engi
neers presented a plan to the
Stockton City Council an
San Joaquin County Board of
Supervisors to beautify the
river levee system in San Joa
quin County. The plan in
cludes landscaping and paved
pathways for bikers, hikers
and horseback riders. Several
members of the School of
Engineering
have Part1'
cipated in the formation of
the plan.
When
completed, the
Delta-Sierra Parkway Sys
tem, would open up severa
recreational areas to the pu
lie that are currently inac'
cessible.

ii'.OO (un-midu^

Preparation for UCSF Performance Test
D.A.T. REVIEW COURSE
P.O. Box 6076, San Rafael, Ca. 94903
(415)841-8635

M.C.A.T.
REVIEW COURSE

I
I
I OFFERED IN BERKELEY, DAVIS, & L.A.
I Classroom instruction in ail sections of M.C.A.T.
Extensive Testing Practice. Teaching Staff
I
includes Science Ph.D's.
I
»
NATIONAL
»
M.C.A.T. REVIEW COURSE
I
P.O. Bm 6129 San RaM CA. M9»3
I
(415) 1414635
i
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1,000 Peasants Rely 0. Trtkacai Fertility 'Special Days'
pr. Carl Widner, an ElCovell
chemistry
cher, has returned to the
[Sversity of the Pacific after

ship for the substinance of
family.
Widmer's family.
Widmer was a visiting
The Foresta Institute for
Ocean and Mountain Studies scientist at the Universidad
cional Tecnica del Altiplain Carson City, Nev. pro
"°
'n TPu,n°. Peru. He convided a grant of $300 to fidurS Lake Titicaca as "one
of the great lakes of the world"
measuring 125 miles long and
40 miles wide. The lake is lo
cated on the border between
Bolivia and Peru in an intermountain region known as the
Altiplano.

rt

lending

one

and

one"half

years studying Lake Titicaca

A population of 1,000
Indian peasants inhabit the
Altiplano and a "fair number
are occupied in fishing."
Widmer believed that his re
search would lead to in
creased development of the
commercial- fishery in the
area.

Fresh from Titicaca
Dr. Carl Widmer, Elbert Covell professor of chemistry, is pictured
above holding some specimens he had just obtained from Lake Titicqca
in Peru. Widmer recently returned from the South American country
after spending a year and a half, studying the productivity of the famed
body of water.

in Peru.
Dr. Widmer has been
teaching here since 1966 and
left on sabbatical in June of
1972. Upon a suggestion by Dr.
Peter Richardson from UC
Davis, Widmer decided to ven
ture on the expedition which
proved to be the "only work of
a year-round nature that has
been done on the lake."
Widmer, Richardson, and
Charles R. Goldman from UC
Davis were granted a $2,600
grant from the National Geo
graphic Society. UOP gave
$300 in support to Widmer and
the Organization ot American
States contributed a fellow-

nance two student re
searchers. Timothy Kittel, a
UC Davis student, and Roger
Smith from Humboldt State
accompanied the Widmer

r
i

CIP Involvement J
Students who wish to J

apply this fall for the Com- ^
munity Involvement Pro- .
gram (CIP) of UOP must
Have all materials turned in

1

I

no later than April 15 to the
I
CIP office. Those who de
I
sire further information
I
should contact the office
I
at 946-2436.
I

The research measured
the primary productivity
(photosynthetic activity) of
Lake Titicaca. This was done
in order to answer two ques
tions: What is the condition of
the lake with regard to its
natural fertility? How great is
the primary productivity and
lake's potential to support
life?
Widmer concluded that
"Lake Titicaca has a rather

The University of the
Pacific is currently holding a
series of day-long programs
aimed at orienting students
and their parents to the vari
ous cluster colleges.
The
program,
which
began Feb. 16, includes lec
tures and campus tours. Parti
cipants are also given the
opportunity to talk informally
with presently enrolled stu
dents and faculty members
from the college or school
represented on that parti
cular "special day."
In the past the programs
have reportedly been a suc
cess and strong participation
is anticipated this year.
Students and parents may
attend any of the following
"special
days":
Callison
College Day, March 2; COP
"Physical Science" Day,
March 16: COP "Social Sci
ences" Day, March 23; COP
"Humanities" Day, March 30;
and Pacific Day, an all-campus open house, on April 27.
Regularly
scheduled
tours of the campus are also
offered each weekday and
Saturdays.
More information con
cerning tours and the "spe
cial days" may be obtained
from the UOP office of admis
sions.

P/KWC

ESP~Parapsychology-Psychic Seminar
(EXORCISM!)
SUNDAY, MARCH 3,1974 - 2 - 6 P.M.
STOCKTON CIVIC AUDITORIUM- Stockton, Calif.
- OPEN TO THE PUBLIC Direct from their success in San Francisco! ("Packed... auditorium with 3,000..."
S.F. Chronicle). FOUR of America's most renowned psychics offer exciting E.S.P.
demonstrations...Techniques to develop personal psychic potential...Question-and
-Answer sessions...sharing audience members' E.S.P. experiences..Predictions for
the current year and beyond - up to
THE NEW MILLENIUM - THE YEAR 2.000

SPONSORED BY THE ORGANIZATION FOR PARAFSYCHOLOGICAL AND ESOTERIC RESEARCH IN THE AMERICAS

J

chic gift which he
employs in diagnoses
as a medical consul
tant "..Psychic At

tack, Psychic Vam
pires, and Mad Telepaths."

Purse-Size Vigilant Alarm Is The Answer
Muggers, rapists and worse are not what you went to
college for. We know it and the Vigilant Alarm knows •
Tnis amazing device, small enough for your purse, iss
off by your touch (or his) and produces an ear shattering
noise you can stake your reputation on .... ana
keep it. Just two peniight batteries are all it takes to get
Jt started and keep him stopped. No wires to c°""®ctVj
Comes in a complete kit for use on doors, windows ana
SUPPLY LIMITED . . . MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
enclose $5.00 for each Vigilant Alarm.
I under$tancj that if 1 am not totally
??tisfied, 1 will receive a complete refund
" returned within 10 days.

.,w
c
Jewels Ltd.
ffStof.W VilUwf Avenue _
3431 we
MMwauk m, Wisconsin 53209

NAME

fcb*,,

high fertility level and is
somewhat eutrophic ... being
the highest in three fertility
levels."
Widmer found that Lake
Titicaca has "an annual sus
tainable yield of about 40,000
metric tons (of fish).'' This, he
believes, "is a rather good
yield." He concluded that "the
fishery in the lake could be in
creased considerably since
the fishing done now is less
that we calculated."
Concerned
about
the
world's ecological problem
Widmer said, "The lake is a
great natural resource and it
has to be taken care of. We've
found no evidence of gross
pollution, but it's known that
waters from a certain mine
are being dumped into it J'
"The situation is be
coming critical: a famine in
the Altiplano is quite possi
ble," said Widmer. "As all re
sources, that fishery is a finite
resource."
Widmer noted that Covell
College is "possibly the only
school in UOP that has a pro
gram in human ecology."
Widmer's research is
covered in an article by Peter
Froot in the June 8, 1973 issue
of Peruvian Times.

INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS' MANAGEMENT PRESENTS

DR. ROBERT LEICHTMAN
(M.D.) brings a psy

CITY

Initiated Here

STATF.

DR. SEBASTIAN X. KING
(Ph.D.) author, parapsycho iegist, former
teacher of psychology
& member of the Acad
emy of Parapsychology
& Medicine.
..Per

ception, Extrasensory
Perception — Their
Correlation cmd Use."

REV. D. KENDRICK JOHN
SON, artist, sculptor,
and medium
demon
strating the painting
of the soul essence,
and "....Can We Corm-

unicate with Those Who
Are IH8embodied?"

REV. KAY BECK, minis
ter, counsellor and
beloved HEALER. She
has made PSYCHIC HEAL
ING a science.
Many
MIRACLES HAVE OCCURRED
during her lectures at
the healing period!

Corments recorded at the San Francisco Seminar: "It's very energizing..." "Something
is really happening..." "Vibrations going up and dam..." "A catalyst to tune you in
to your om capacities."
"A real mind opener..."

"Open Ing a ne* era..."

—Psychic International.

ADMISSION: $3 - advance purchase ($3. 50 at the door)
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
STOCKTON: Weberstown ticket office (478-7222), Wards 4 Sears, TICKETRON
MODESTO: Records By Twilifht (524-7830), Wards, Sears A TICKETRON
MANTECA: Wards. Ssars A TICKETRON agencies
caorAMENTO: Tower Tickets North, Tower Books Broadway, A TICKETRON
ALL OTHER NORTHERN CALIFORNIA CITIES - TICKETRON AGENCIES
MAIL ORDERS: Make checks payable A send to INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS1
MANAGEMENT, 2330 Butano Dr., Sacramento, CA 05B21 (916-402-8501)
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Candidates Express Views On Up-Coming Election
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LEE ROSENBERG
We are running on a uni
ted platform dealing with
three major issues.
„ First of all, we'd like to ini
tiate an all-university faculty
evaluation, to be admini
stered through ASUOP on a
semester basis. The results
would be given to any mem
ber of the University com
munity that asked for them.
This document would allow
students to evaluate their pro
fessors in class and would
serve to inform the entire
university community of the
student's views of their
professors.
Secondly, we would like to
press the administration to
wards acquiring an ABC
Liquor License for the new
University Center. The facili
ties will be available there for
the dispensing of beer and
wine. This can be done pro
viding we stay away from
hard liquor and watch I.D.'s
carefully.
Thirdly, we would work
for a re-allocation of money in
the ASUOP budget thus
increasing the funds for the
Social Commission. ASUOP
provides the major social pro
grams for students living on
campus. We feel that the stu
dents value this program and
hope that additional funds will
increase student enjoyment.

Both of us are highly
experienced
in student
government here at UOP.
Past positions include: Lee,
'73-74 director of ASUOP
Forum on National Priorities
and '73-74 member of the Ray
mond Council; Mark, two year
ASUOP senator and COPA
chairman of 1973.
We u rge you to vote for the
Rosenberg-Rogo ticket on
March 5. But whomever you
vote for, we beg you to go to the
polls and vote for some candi
date. For whomever is in of
fice will need a high per-

LARRY GINESI

If nearly a quarter of a
million dollars doesn't inter
est you, don't bother reading
on, for that was the ASUOP
budget for this year. Each of
us will have put $75 into the pot
by the time this academic
year is over! How much have
you received back?
It is time to revamp our
social program such that we
have more and different
activities, increase the quality
and size of our loan store
operation, make our year
book and newspaper more
MARK ROGO
viable
operations,
and
distribute
funds
equitably
centage of students voting in
the election, to back him up among the students of all seg
when he works with the ments of the university while
fostering further cooperation
administration.
• • • • • • • * * * * • * • among them.
Most of all, we need to
have power in running our
university rather than having
our student leaders simply
talk. Only with action can we
An amendment to the
demand and expect the
ASUOP Constitution will be
programs and opportunities
on the March 5 ballot as a
we asstudents, the majority of
result of Senate action
the UOP population, desire
Tuesday night.
and need. Good represen
The amendment would
tation is also worth a lot.
••••
alter the "Judiciary" sec
tion of the constitution (see
page 54 of the ASUOP Stu
he is salaried as a direct
dent Handbook).
tor," would be deleted.
The final sentence of
Parts five and six
part four (defining the posi
would be renumbered eight
tion of the chief justice),
and nine respectively.
"Though he is not a mem
New sections five and
ber of the executive board,
six would be added to de
fine the position of attorney
general
and
student
defender.
Section seven would set
the salaries for the chief
justice, the attorney
general and the student
defender.
Copies of the proposed
amendment will be avail
able at the voting booths on
election day.
f

r'fconstitution*
Amendment

CLEARANCE SALE
UP TO 25%
ON SELECTED
GUITARS AND AMPS
NEW AND USED
(SOME JUNK BUT
LOTSA GOOD STUFF TOO)

AAlRAGfcE

0OOOO
2353 PACIFIC AVE
466-4388

We, the student body of
UOP, have been subtly
screwed.
The
present
administration of ASUOP has
not sufficiently protected our
rights as students and has
seen dangerous precedents for
our'near future.
The 1960's saw university
students being gunned down
while trying to gain the
recognition and responsi
bility that we, the students of
UOP, are allowing to be
squandered away by an in
efficient and undemanding
student government. These
are the words that are as
My dear friends, ASUOP
is nothing more than a big toi
let, and it's time somebody
flushed it. No kidding. It's
really starting to smell funny.
Drop by the office and take a
big whiff of parliamentary
procedure, then say I didn't
warn you.

MITCH WINICK
appropriate today as they
were five years ago.
However, times have
changed. Burning buildings
and student riots are hope
fully a period of the past. The
time has come for a student
government to provide an
intelligent and
responsive
flow of communication be
tween the students and the
administration. This is what I
envision for ASUOP.
The protection of student
rights combined with student
services and an up-dated, rejuvinated social program
should provide the needed
ingredients for a wellbalanced student govern
ment. This is 1974—help
create an ASUOP that chal
lenges tomorrow, not sustain
one that wallows in yes
terday.

Look at it this way. How
many times have you dropped
to your knees in joyful thanks,
because of the wonder and
glory of ASUOP? I took an in
tensive survey and dis
covered that not one student
has done this recently (though
I sometimes wonder about
some of the senators). This
leads me to believe that some
thing must be wrong.
Forget all this dull poli
tical rehash that comes every
election for a minute, and
think about it. Doesn't it make
you sick to your stomach? II
not, you're probably the
same person that takes off to
Arroyos and stomachs seven
helpings of retried beans.
I believe in "just plain
folks," and I hope my sincere
image shall lead you to see
that I'm a jerk like everybody
else here at UOP, so why not
elect one of your kind for a
change?
*•*•*••*•*****

••••••••••••••

'Drivers' Needed

entail the following: pickupj3
group of children at a partl
cular school and take them 0
the YMCA; return children!0
the school at 5 p.m.; retu
van to the YMCA. The voju»
teer may spend the tun
between 3 and 5 p.m. using
YMCA facilities if he so de
sires. Drivers will receive
YMCA membership in retu
The "Y" will help the for their services.
volunteer in obtaining a
For further informati" •
"Class Two" driver's license, contact Dan Bava or Ka
which is required. Duties will Mondragon at 466-1496. ^ ^

Anderson Y Center is cur
rently looking for UOP student
volunteers to drive children
throughout Stockton from
their schools to the local
Y MCA so that the youngsters
may take part in the "InnerCity Program" offered by the
"Y"andthe YMCA of San Joa
quin County.

iw E S7l~LANlT "
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Vino
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iToda Clase de Licores

Domingo a Jueves 7:00 a.m. a
112:30 a.m.
IViernes y SSbados 7:00 a.m. a

TEQUILA DUBONNET
I oz. de tequila
1 oz. de Dubonnet
1 rodaja de lim&n

I
old]

Pongase el tequila y Dubonnet en vd" reV
P pf 'j
oS
e,UI,t,v*~.
sido enfria
fashioned que Ran
nan siao
^0 B
m e n t e . A g r e g u e s eh i e l oe nc u b oo rp ' c ^ I
e
vuelvase. Adornese con la rodaja
J
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tiger's paw
The world of professional football is currently in t •
second season that is the season alter the playing season
During this time of year, most organizations are shufflm*
through their personnel to see why things went the way tiiev
did the previous year. Talks of the Miami "dynasty" hits the
news periodically while rumors of changes in personnel drift
casually through the air.
But for those college seniors who.are potential pro pros
uects. this is the season before the season. This is the time
when the dreams of being a top-round draft choice come true
o r are crushed. This is the lime of year when the bargaining
power of collegians is the greatest. And this is the season of
the dollar.
For two FOP seniors, the draft was not as profitable is it
was for others. Larry Bailey, the Tiger's defensive tackle
was drafted by the Atlanta Falcons of the NFL, and by the
Hawaii franchise of the new World Football League (WFL)
This is an enviable position for most, but being a ninth -round
pick in both leagues lessens his bargaining position
considerably.
However, the other Tiger star. Willie Viney did not lair as
well. The six-foot, 295-pound left guard passed up by the NFL
and not selected until the 22nd round of WFL draft of the New
England franchise, which has since moved to New York
Larry Bailey, like many of his peers has hopes ol gelling
drafted high. "1 had heard rumors that 1 would go high, so l
said to myself it would be rounds one through seven." Bailey
recalls. But the draft began, and one day and live rounds
later. Bailey was still available.
The next day. UOP head coach Chester Caddas got a call
alba.m. from the NFL representative at the draft. "Thecall
concerned a rumor that 1 had signed with either the WFL or

LARRY BAILEY

the Canadian League." says Larry. The rumor was of course
false.
But while the league was finding out about the rumor,
three more rounds had gone by and Bailey was still teamless. When the dust settled, the Falcons picked Bailey in
round nine. He was the only defensive lineman selected in the
dralt by Atlanta.

Power Drive
Tiger golfer Barry Kuhl is seen getting ready for last Tuesday 's match
against Hayward. Kuhl fired a 74 to lead UOP to a big win. Pacific is in
action again today at Silverado CC in Napa, as they are competing in the
36-hole Hayward Invitational.

Tom Howard's

SPORT CYCLERY
Racing ond Touring Bicycles
Sales - Service - Accessories
4419 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, California 95207
478-4307

RENT A CAR
Rent our weekend special Pinto or Maverick. From
noon Fri. to noon Mon. for just $14.50 (addit. $2 for
Mustang), plus 200 free miles and only 8 cents per
mile thereafter.
call John 466-5211; ext. 331

EAGAL FORD SALES
711 I MINER AVE

I i i

i

460 5?!1

RENT-A-CAR

j

I 1 J I i i i i i i r—i—n

the allocation

I he Nk L s main asset is security. They are a rich, estab'sied league that oilers a player a future while he plays and
u len he retires. But the new league is offering outstanding
bonuses to sway players away from the NFL, and if the right
Hawr^ c o m e s a ' o n &. then Bailey will pack his equipment to

Bailey's contract negotiations' are being handled by a
lawyer, and he won't know for a while if he's going south or
We st in the fall.
•>
At six feet tail, Willie Viney is considered too short lor the
N k L, say the $couts. But his weight also presents a problem
b°; A couple of pro scouts worried about his battling the
e 'ght problem each year! " says Jordan,
h •
Payers a r e easier to push around, but Willie leels
e sdiflerent. "My leverage is good, and I've learned to hit,
e says. "And that's most important." Willie's was an alle st Coast selection, and is one of the best "one-on-one
°ckers in college," according to Jordan.
. . 0 Millie will probably have to make his mark in the Wk L,
.
h isn't all that bad. The bonuses are higher in the new
ague, and the competition isn't as tough, so the chances ol
wring are that much better. He could latch on as a free
u en ^ ' n an NFL training camp, but "Teams would rathei
e P People that they have invested money in just to piove
ey w e r e right," says Jordan.
( ) r the time being Willie is just concentrating on gi aduw hieh he will do in June. "I'm just watching eveiyn g now, ' he says. "I might not know anything definite unti
U A n x i o u s is the word he uses to describe his unsetuture," but I'm confident I can make it in the pios.
l i d e n c e - not cockiness, bubbles over in these two prosPer..
cert : a " d t h o s e t h a l k n o w them,this reporter included, leel
a 'n their confidence is truly justified.

ihe UOP golfers broke a
three-match losing streak
1 uesday by whipping the Hayward State Pioneers. 22-5 at
the Dry Creek links.
Freshman Jelf Metzger
an chop-ranked Barry Ruhl led
the Tigers with solid rounds of
74. Rich Allen and Scott Clark
followed with impressive 75's.
Also included in the match
were freshmen Hank Zastrow
who shot a 79 and Kelley
Erardi. No. 1 man at Lincoln
High last year, who shot an 84.
Ruhl fired nines of 35-39 in
the wind and rain, while
Metzger had 36-38 in his
second varsity start.
The JV's also won Tues
day, beating Delta College.
Caven Amerine was low with
76, followed by Mitch Myers
and Ken Keiter with 77's.
Last Friday UOP met
Chico State at the par-72 Butte
Creek Country Club. Again
under extremely windy and
cold playing conditions, Clark
fired a 77 to pace the Tiger
golfers. Allen with a 78. and
Metzger with an 80, followed.
But at a course that fresh
man
Cavan
Amerine
described as "very, very
tough, " the duffers from Chico
crushed UOP, 20-7.
Coach Glen Albaugh is
anticipating good results and
feels the team is starting to
play more consistently now.
Also on March 7 and 8
UOP will have to contend with
some 20 teams at the 36-hole
Chico "T-Off" Tourney. The
tournament is scheduled to
take place at Bidwell Park
Golf Course, and Butte Creek.

WILLIE VINEY

Sure, I d like to play in the NFL. because of its security
stability,' Larry says. And although I feel confident 1 can
make the Falcons, there's no guarantee. My chances ol
staying in the new league are better because they need
Players."
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FEATURES
HANDMADE DRINKS BY DR. FEELGOOD
A SOUND LOUNGE FEATURING
MCINTOSH AND BOSE STEREO COMPONENTS
AN ARCADE OF GAMES
FREE POPCORN
STEAMED HOTDOGS
•••••

WED&THUR.

NITE UOP SPECIAL!
WITH ASUOP CARD

MIXED WELL DRINKS
i
I
i

35 f

50 c

WINE, BEER

35 c

FREE SUNDAY FEED 2:30-4:00
'DINO'S' PIZZA AND SUBMARINES NOW
7555 PACIFIC

AT THE BAR

SERVED
478-9913

I

March 1, 1974

Lose Twice To End Hopes;
Face Long Beach In Senson Finale

tigers

Page Twelve

to outscore the Tigers 25 -12,
rebounded the Diablos 57 43
With a pair of losses to LA and had four players in double exploding to 45-32 score at the
half. The Bulldogs' margin
State and Fresno State last
figures.
was trimmed to nine but they
weekend, the UOP basketball
On
Saturday,
Pacilic
still managed to ward off the
squad erased its chances lor a could only muster a 36 per cent
Tiger
surge.
Errecart,
conference title and pos - field goal mark and bowed to
Armato and Meyer each
season tournament action.
the Fresno State Bulldogs. 82Against LA State, the
netted 16 points.
63. The Tigers missed the
After the two losses,
Tiger roundballers received
services of junior wing Gary
what is often referred to as a
UOP's win-loss tally stood at
Dean, who is sidelined with an
"home job" from the striped injury. The Bulldogs Charles
14-10. The cagers played San
shirt officials as they dropped
Diego State in San Diego last
Bailey, held to 12 points by
the contest in overtime. 84-83.
Dean in a previous meeting in - night (Thursday) with results
The irony of the matter was
not available at press time.
Stockton, poured
in 29
that Pacific was playing in the
Saturday, the Tigers will
Saturday.
cozy confines of the Stockton
square-off against the Long
UOP jumped out to a
Civic Auditorium where visit
Beach State 49ers in the local
quick 6-1 lead and held the
ing teams are usually the ones
squad's
season finale in Long
edge until midway through the
that feel the wrath of "the
Beach.
first half. Fresno then knotted
snake pit "
the score at 20 and proceeded
With a little over live
minutes to play, point man
Lenny Armato was sent to the
bench with allegedly live
personal fouls. However, the
funs had only four fouls tallied
and
despite
persistent
protests from Coach Stan
Morrison, Armato and the
multitude of viewers, the
J sophomore guard was through
1:59.1 in the 200-yard IM. His
In their annual crushing
for the evening. To make
time was only two-tenths ol a
fashion, the UOP swimmers
matters worse, the infraction
second off the school mark.
whipped Foothill JC last Fri
was actually on freshman
Ail-American
Rick
day, 76-37, to finish their dual
Bruce Palmer.
John Errecart lays in iwo of his game-high 26 points against l,A State
Reeder
and
Joe
Dietrich
had
meets with a near-pertect
Another rather amusing
last Thursday, as Tommy Lipsey (32) defends. Erreearl received a
their
usual
good
days.
Reeder
interpretation made by the record.
standing ovation as he was introduced before his final game at the Civic
won the 100-yard and 200-yard
The meet was not as close
officials came in the overtime
Auditorium.
freestyle races with times of
as the score indicated. Coach
period when
Vic Baker
47.3 and 1:43.9 respectively.
grabbed a rebound and was Bill Rose, noticing the ob
Dietrich won the 50-yard free
vious difference in caliber of
knocked to the floor by a
the two teams, switched swim style with a time of 21.5.
Diablo player. When no call
Rose was concerned with
mers into different events so
was made, a LA State
Foothill at the outset of the
"we
wouldn't
walk
away
with
hoopster picked up the loose
meet, as they were very highly
the meet."
ball and scored.
rated
in
junior
college
The
victory
gave
Pacific
a
ol Senior.' guard • John
swimming
circles.
They
are
Errecart sent the Tigers into 11-1 record in dual events, with
the
defending
state
the
only
loss
being
to
highly
UOP^at" Long Beach St. Tomorrow (Saturday) 8p.m.
overtime when he scored a
champions.
layup with eight seconds to go. touted USC. In that meet the
"They have good swim
Tigers
nearly
pulled
oil'
an
Baseball
,, . , „
He continued to have the hot
mers in only a few events,
incredible
upset,
only
to
lose
UOP vs St Mary'sBilly Heberl - Today (Friday) 3 p.m.
hand into the overtime period,
says Rose. "But they won the
UOP vs. Chico St. Billy Hebert - Tomorrow (Saturday) 12
burning the nets for eight by seven points.
distance events."
The
win
was
also
a
good
noon
points in the five-minute
The swimmers continue
segment.
Though
UOP tune-up for next week's Paci
their
preparation for the
fic
Coast
Athletic
Association
Golf
managed to score 14 points in
PCAA championships. The
(PCAA)
championships
at
UOP JV's at Sacramento State..Tuesday 1:30 p.m.
the extra period and fight back
Chico "T Off" Tourney. March 7,8
from a six-point defecit, the Long Beach. (The meet will be defending champions go in
Tigers came up on the short reviewed in next week's again this year as heavy favo
rites, as a Tiger has the best
edition.)
Swimming
end of the score.
time in every event.
PCAA Championships at'Long Beach, March 7-0
Craig Scwartz,
fresh
Ron James tied Errecart
man,
broke
his
own
school
for top scoring honors with 26
points and also grabbed 14 record for the sixth time in the
The Pacif ican is a publication of the
200-yard backstroke with a
rebounds. Baker snarred 20
Associated Students, University 0
"boards" and contributed 11 time of 1:57.4.
the Pacific and is published weekly
Another freshman, Ken
points, followed by Chad
during the academic year. Entered
from
Modesto,
as second-class matter October 24,
Meyer with 10 points. A final Edwards
1924 at the Post Office, Stockton,
bit of irony: the Tigers out- swam the best time recorded
California, under the Act of Marc
in the PCAA this year with a

Swimmers Drown Foothill
To Climax Dual Meets

Driving Score

UOP:
Fly thecoop
with PSA,
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NY 10017. All material copyright
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609 PORTER WAY

GOOD FOOD

beautiful selection

GOOD TIME
••••••••••••

wire

WITH AN ASUOP CARD:

the unofficial P state bird*
Over «0 Grtnrungbird flights every day connecting Northem ami Southern California. Give your campus rep or
PSA a bird whistle. PSAfjMdi fW »

BUY ONE PITCHER AND
GET ONE •FREE!
• • • • • • • • •
HURRY OVER!
477-6563

HAPPY HOUR!
TUES AND FRI 5-7
20" DRAFT BEER

BEYE OPTICAL

130S W. ROBINHOOD DRIVE
phone 474-6321

Baseballers Display Offensive PowT
In Snapping Two-Game Loss Streak
Pur>pd bv
Paced
by a balanced 15-hit
attack, the UOP baseball
team broke a two-game losing
streak Tuesday by whipping
Stanislaus State, 11-5.
The win was satisfying for
the Tigers as they bounced
back from a doubleheader loss
to Santa Clara last Saturday,
in which they only amassed
six hits for the two games.

SianisiuuE made a bid
Stanislaus
with a run in the fifth and three
more in the sixth, but the
Tigers put the game away
with three runs in the top of the
seventh.

Bovee left in the seventh
with the bases loaded and two
outs, but Keim got the War
rior's centerlielder
GaryWest to pop out to second,
Rod Bovee picked up his Each team added
a run to
first win of the year, as he finish the scoring.
went 6 and two-thirds innings
Boras and Vaiarello led
before being relieved by Bill the hitters with three hits
Keim. Keim got the Tigers out apiece. Kaiser had two hits
of a tough jam in the bottom of
and two RBI's, and Ringer
the seventh inning, and then also added a pair of hits.
went on to pick up the save.
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vnin^
Stubbs was entouiaged by the perfor
mance. -Our pitchers did
pretty well, but walked too
;"^,0ur defense was good,
and this is encouraging on a
strange field. UOP is home
today to face St. Mary's at 3
p.m. and then returns to the
field tomorrow to face Chico in
a noon doubleheader. All
games are at Billy Heberl
Field.
Kaiser leads the Tiger
hitters through lour games
with a .461 average (6 for 13).
Bbvee has a record of 1-0 and a
2.54 earned run average.

Pacific Skiers On
The Move At Bear

Saturday was a disaster
lor Pacific, as they were
decked twice by Santa Clara
by scores of 6-1 and 4-0. Tough
pitching did the Tigers in, as a
sacrifice fly in the ninth in
ning of the first game was
The University of the though close to a staggering
UOP's only score of the day.
Pacific's first ski class ran $90, is quite reasonable,
into a few unexpected moguls according to Cox. The $6.50
But Tuesday, Pacific- but now is running smoothly.
per week cost includes an all
came out to make amends for The P.E. class drives up to
day lift ticket plus an hour and
the shabby performance of Bear Valley every Friday for
a half lesson. Equipment
three days before.
Scott a day of instruction and skiing. rental, including skiis, poles
Boras, the Tigers third base
Dr James Santomier and and boots, is $4 per day. Stu
man, led off the game with a Dr. Robert Cox, the advisors, dents receive one unit of col
double. He moved over to third are certain of an encore in lege credit for the course.
on a single by Chris Equinoa, spring semester '75. The goals
The instructors at Bear
and then scored on short of the class? To learn how to Valley teach the skiing skills.
stop Ron Zakoor's sacrifice ski and to have fun too!
The students and advisors
fly.
According to Santomier, learn from highly skilled and
transportation created the qualified instructors, said Cox
It was still 11-0 when UOP first trouble. Twenty-seven
who must participate in
broke the game open with six students are in the class, just
yearly exams and must be
runs in the top of the l'outh. short of the required size for a
recognized by a ski insturcDesignated hitter Ken -Mar chartered bus, so car pools tors association. No dry land
shall opened with a walk. First have been organized. He fore lessons were given at UOP for
baseman Bill Ringer followed sees no problems with the gas the "new" students.
with a single, and both players shortage; there are always
Santomier explained that
scored on Glen Kaiser's triple. stations open for weekday the physical education depart
Left fielder Bob Bloomer travellers to the snow.
ment prefers classes con
walked, and catcher Gary MiThe caravan leaves the cerning individual sports
Tama's single scored Kaiser.
campus at 6:45 Friday where skills can be used
"Boras then singled for the morning and arrives at Bear throughout life. The demand
second of his three hits, Valley in time to start skiing at for a ski class had been wide
scoring Miyama.
10, said Santomier. The car spread.
Both Cox and Santomier
After two were out, center pools allow a long day at the
have cross country skiing
fielder Franz
Vaiarello slopes.
The only prerequisite is experience.
singled to score two more runs
With spirits and the snow
being
ready to leave the
and finish the scoring.
campus on time. Cox noted pack rising, the UOP ski class
that most members of the seems to be well on its way to
class have some skiing ex providing easier, cheaper and
perience and bring their own better organized skiing to its
equipment. However, some members.
newcomers signed in and have
rented their equipment at the
resort.
The cost for the class,
*******
********************

Intramural jump
Intramurals are here. And a big turnout is reported thisyear. Here, two
unidentified partieipants leap for a jump ball in last week's opening
action.

Pacific Tennis Off
To A Wet Start
Although rain has caused
a considerable lag in the pro
gress of Pacific's tennis
season, the precipitation has
not dampened the spirits of the
team. They are all eager to get
on the winning road.
Coach Kicks has ob
served that the season's
scheduling pitted UOP against
the toughest competition in
the early matches. This fact
was proved by UC Davis'
dominance
of
opening
matches.
Davis has defeated the
Tiger team both times they
have met so far, however both
Randy Windegren and Lance
Turner, two of Pacific's best
players, won their singles
matches against Davis last
week.
Two of Pacific's doubles
teams, composed of Steve
Kessler / Mark Weisser and
Pete Bollinger / Clark Emer
son, were defeated in last
week's loss to Davis by a total
team score of 7-2.

*
*

SPECIAL

The start of the Women's
season has been more
successful..
Pacific's girls opened the
season against American
River College with an en
couraging victory with a score
of 4-2.
The advent of rain can
celled the match with Sacra
mento City, and the following
match with Modesto Junior
College resulted in a dis
appointing 6-3 loss for UOP.
Coach Doris Meyer felt that,
"We should have won that
one."
Pretty blonde Sue Collier
has won both of her matches
against the opposition's No. 1
players, and our team's No. 2
player Leslie Hickcox has also
been twice victorious.

ADVENT
LOUD SNAKKR

THE
29 MPG
PORSCHE

WITH THIS AD

SUPER BURGER 89*
'/? POUND HAMBURGER

For tho music lovor
who demands tho finest
OILED WALNUT *1294)0
UTILITY
105.00
SMALL
74.50

SERVED WITH FRIES

ALL DAY SATURDAY
848 WEST
BENJAMIN HOLT
STOCKTON
Open Daily
11 to 9 pm

*** * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Delta Presents Shaw Play

Calaveras Calendar

"Arms and the Man will
be the first George Bernard
Shaw play to be done at Delta
College a n d will run March 1-2
and 7-9.
.
It will also be Associate
Director Franklin Wilbur s
last college production beiore
his retirement.

Tonight (Friday)
6:30 and 9 p.m. Th^ Last Picture Show-Anderson Y Film.

8 p.m. Forum speaker Ken Keasey. Conservatory.
8 p.m. Arms and the Man. Delta Speech Arts Auditorium.
8 p.m. Poco ai Winterland.
Saturday, March 2
6:30 and 9 p.m. The Last Picture Show- Anderson Y Film.
8 p.m. Arms and the Man. Delta SpeechArts Auditorium.
8 p.m. Poco at Winterland.
0 p.m.-l a.m. Mardi Gras featuring Cold Blood. Scottish Kite 1 emplo.
Sunday, March 3
6:30 and 9 p.m. The Last Picture Show-Anderson Y Film.
Thursday ."March 7

Getting their act together

8 p.m. Doobie Brothers at Sacramento Memorial Auditorium.

FRANKLIN WILBUR

'Jabberwock' Auditions
Open tryouts for "Jabberwock," by James Thurber,
will be held Tuesday and
Wednesday March 5 and 6 at

Julie Sutherland (left) and Melinda Rosselli rehearse an act in George
Bernard Shaw's "Arms and the Man," that will be presented March 1-2
and 7-9 at Delta College's Speech Arts Auditorium. The play will mark
the last college production by Associate Director Franklin Wilbur, who
is retiring.

7:30 p.m. at Stockton Civic
Theatre Annex, Madison and
Willow Streets. For furthur
information call 463-6813.

"Arms and the Man" was
written in 1894 as a satire on
war and the professional

Stockton's Robert Scott
will play the lead as" Capt.
Bluntschli, a soldier who
would rather carry choco
lates than bullets in his cart
ridge belt.

Band Frolic Judged A Big Success
Pacific's forty-sixth an
nual Band Frolic was called
"betterthan last year'sshow"
by
Frolic
co-chairman Mike Ross.
The Frolic, a moneyraising event sponsored by the
UOP Band, consisted of short
skits presented by various
living groups of Pacific.
There were four groups in
each of the competitive cate
gories.
Competition
was
judged by a selected panel of
six faculty members, three
from the conservatory and
three from the campus
community.
Judges awarded points on
the basis of music, script, and
staging. Seventy-two points
were the maximum possible
from each judge.
Among the winners in this
year's Frolic were:
In the mixed living group
category: Casa Werner, who
took first place with a saga
concerning the feud between
vegetables
and
their
oppressors, meats.
In the men's living group
competition; Alpha Kappa
Lambda, by producing a

Julie Sutherland plays
Rina, Bluntschli's love
interest, who rejects the

Coming Attraction

Why Miss Reardon
'Drinks A Little'
Liver Vincent Lewis (left) and Annette Phillips (tomato) discuss the
feud between the vegetables and the meats in "The Safeway Story,"
performed by Casa Werner in last weekend's 46th annual Band Frolic.
Casa Werner grabbed first place honors in the mixed living groups
category.

story of old age and how folks
can be "as young as they feel"
took first; followed by Phi
Kappa Tau, who offered a
theory of what would happen
to Pacific if Spiro T. Agnew
were ever hired as financial

D

33

C
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U

director.
In the women's living
group competition; Kappa
Alpha Theta won with their
take-off on gambling, "How
Can You Lose With An Ace In
Your Pocket."
Final scores for the shows
were not available at press
time. Ross said, however, that
the scores would be mailed
during the week to each of the
participants.
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"And Miss Reardon
Drinks a Little" is only one of
the
human
neuroses
characterized in Paul Zindel's
play by the same name. Dr. Sy
Kahn, chairman of UOP's
drama department, will open
the production of "Miss
Reardon" Friday March 8, at
the DeMarcus Brown Theatre.
The show will run three
successive
Friday
and
Saturday evenings at 8 p.m.
The play concerns the
conflicts among the three
complex Reardon sisters.
Anna, played by Jennifer
Wolfe, is the mad victim of her
overbearing mother's death
and the school system under
which she teaches. Catherine,
a bitter witness to her sister's
growing senility, lives and
teaches with Anna and
drinks a little" to avoid
going mad, herself. Catherine

A first place performance

WE RENT

5

pretentious Saranoff (Michael
Fitzgerald) to accept the
realism of Bluntschli. Others
in the cast are Rex Heuschkel
as Maj. Petkoff, Mark D.
Grossmann
as
Nicola,
Michael Grenie as a Russian
officer, and Rhonda Westertep as Louka.
Tickets are on sale at the
Delta College box office. Cur
tain time is 8 p.m. in the
college Speech Arts Audi
torium.

soldier. It later provided the
story line for the popular oper
etta, "The Chocolate Soldier."

>

X.

IJmnc^ri88^

HELP OVER

FOR
SHOW TIMES

The play is short, but is
loaded with more insights on
human motivation and needs
than one can learn in a
semester " of "abnormal
March 8 and 9 are free
a
performances
for
ASUOPstudents. So there's no
reason why you can't come
and judge for yourself why
"Miss Reardon Drinks a
Little."

DIAL 4-M-O-V-l-E-S :*

1 »7

W.„ Adam. OH Pacific
MlrotU Mil* Behind Bcahln-R«hM,.

BY

POPULAP DEMAND!

"JFASUS CHRIST SUPERSTMTo.
CALL THEATRE

is portrayed by Kcfthy Rainey.
The triangle is complete
when Ceil, (Peggy Hummes),
their stern, successful schoolsuperintendent sister, comes
to their apartment with the
self-centered intention of
putting Anna "away."
Though
the sisters
encounter consists of biting
dialogue and tense but lively
action, the play is not without
comic relief.
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SLAUGHTERHOUSE-

"40 CARROTS"

FIVE

in color at 7:20 and 11:05

GOLDIE HAWN,

99*

(Matinee
Only)

99

MAT'«El

SUNDAY I
Slaughterhouse"—l :00

"BUTTERFLIES
ARE FREE
in color at 9:25

^ *?
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0OP Becomes Hollywood IT
By TOM BROWN

witness

I

Greaser hairstyles, cuffed Walt Disney's "World's
.
Tho
ieans, bobby socks, and pony Greatest Athelete."
,,
,^re bave been many
tails beseiged the University
"Stockton and this area is
I'T made at uop
The year 1974 has been so swell thus.far (need I remind
0f the Pacific campus, turning
fl'mS included
turning into a 'Hollywood StaiX
you that this year brought about not only the end of Sonny and
tj,e Conservatory of Music and North' and UOP is ideal for DamvK r'mers,"RPM."and
an
Cher's marriage, but the beginning of Frank Sinatra's second
T
surrounding areas into a
in
career), that I felt compelled to make some predictions invoF
1950's style high school for daTmedmakerS'" hC CX" ^2.'
"Poetry 1
ving the lion's share of this, the second year of Nixon's famed
three days this Winter Term.
"four more years."
Producer David LevenMy political predictions are simple. What's-his-name will
son and Director Dick Donnot be impeached, thus, Gerald won't get any father than he is
Universal Studios,
nor
0f
is now. California will vote in a Democratic governor, if for no
transformed UOP into "South
other reason than Watergate. Jovial Joe Alioto will realize
west High," telling about the
that the peak of his career was the publicity involved in his
kids growing up in the '50's in
wife s spontaneous mission tour, and Sam Ervin will realize
"Senior Year."
that quotes from the Holy Scriptures do not constitute admissable evidence.
The cast is made up of
young, unknown actors, with
The music scene will see a whole new school develop this
year: "Religious Rock." The origins of this school go way
the exception of Stanly Living
back to 1971 and the release of a rock version of "Jesus Christ
ston, who is best known as
Superstar." and are followed by this year's hit release of a
"Ernie" on "My Three Sons."
rock version of The Lord's Prayer. Hits due to be released in
A host of UOP students were
clude. "Genesis Jive," "Beautitude Bop," and the live
used as extras.
recording of "Let's All Bawl at the Wailing Wall."
This CBS-TV movie will
The wars in the Mideast and Indochina will continue, the
be aired early in April.
only bright spot being the inactivity of American combat
Thomas A. Ford, director
troops in those areas. American dollars, however, will con
of business services, who
tinue
to flow from our pockets to our current favorites among
works directly with the movie
those countries at war, and Russian rouples will do likewise
studios when they come to
to "the other side."
UOP, explained that com
Miscellaneous predictions include the safe return of
panies fill out a standard
Patricia
Hearst to her family (hopefully), and the corres
form when they come to UOP.
ponding return ol the classic "Citizen Kane" tomy TV screen
"They agree to a service fee,
(probably). The consumer will suffer when the prices of a
certain liabilities and in
half-gallon of milk, a gallon of gas, and a loaf of bread all rise
surance and they cannot dis
to a dollar, the same article of currency that at one time could
rupt classes," and he added
enable one to procure 20 packs of bubble gum.
UOP students have first pri
That's about it for my predictions for 1974, and I must
ority of being used as extras.
admit that these predictions are limited, but then again, so is
Ford proposed an ASUOP
the year I am forced to work with.
movie representative to work
with the movie companies.
By BRIAN WILLIAMS
The duties of this represen
tative vfltuld be to act as a
liason between the company
"Senior Year" blues
and the students. He would ar
range for extras and inform
the students where the movie The young lady seen above appears to be suffering from 'senioritis' in
this sequence of "Senior Year," a movie recently filmed at UOP. The
Following a trashing alcoholic beverages and dope
filming would be located and film depicted typical high school students during the 1950's. Oilier
session by irate concert goers found on concert-goers.
at what time. Such a repre locations of Stockton were utilized in the production of the film.
at Grand Valley State Col
sentative was used last year in
lege, Michigan, students have
The trouble instigating
organized their own concert the security force began at an
security force.
Edgar Winter concert. In
The police team for big- addition to a lack of crowd con
name concerts will be com trol inside the fieldhouse, dis
posed of 80 to 100 students, five gusted fans turned away by a
campus police and eight of sold-out door, smashed sky
By LUIS REYES
ficers from the sheriff's lights in the lobby, broke head
In a time when moviesare
him an Academy Award
department. The combined lights of cars in the parking
It still is the year of the cop nomination for Best Actor. hardly worth seeing, "Ser security force will be re lots and were generally dis
The various characters and pico" is worth the price of
10 the movies and "Serpico" is
quired to confiscate all ruptive.
°ne movie not to miss. It is the disguises involved in the admission. Go see it! You'll be
true story of Frank Serpico, an undercover police work show talking about A1 Pacino and
"Serpico" for a long time to
onest cop amid the graft and that Pacino's acting range is
come,
unlimited.
corruption in the New York
nan
'ty Police Department.
NEW. PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
The film, shot on location
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES
'n New York, holds interest
MNT—TO OWN
rotn beginning to end. Strong
Scenes involving routine and
$10 per month — all rent applied on purchase.
Keeft until paid for or return any time.
special police works are stun
No
tricks — No gimmicks —No Interest.
ningly graphic and realistic,
greeted by Sidney Lumet, the
imgnasmmHI
[e Pwwtwe -2<> E Wr
1(n's taut and moving. Ser• 1 fee ota Carter Her*
|"Co is seen in many
e lodi—107 W. Haa it
1 nations: in his personal life
Sat TILL 5
s well as in his undercover
477-4465
NOR^STORE NEXVTO PAYLE^
MON-FRI TILL 6
^
Police work.
A1 Pacino in the title role
6 lyers
a knockout perf
cmance that has earned
*************,.

Student Security Force

Year off the Cop - 'Serpico'

•ckton
Ca

OPEN
FRI SAT
SON 845

JOHN WAYNE

"McQ"
'"color at 7:50 and 11:00

^ALLY KELLERMAN
JAMES CAAN

"SLITHER"
in color at 9:20

***

************

Thuts. Dollar Bonus Mat.
Extended to Thurs. .Night
for UOP Students and Kacultj
DOORS OPEN 6:45
7:00 and 9:15
$1.00 MAT SAT.SUN.THURS.

w x x * * ***•*••*•**
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Tonv Leggio, a senior politica
Page Sixteen
is uncommonly fond of UOP
DEANS (cont. from pg. 1) and said, "My life has been, science major, as chairman
the search committee to find a
will
always
be,
been chairman of
the and
replacement for Williams. Sh
Academic
Regulations profoundly affected by my explained that "because the
Committee, an appelate board stay in this beautiful place.
official involved will be
A new statistics lab is now served for specific times
for students, requesting He holds B.A. and M.A. working so close y
during the week.
exceptions to academic degrees from Pacific and has students in serving their available to help students save
Jobs are still open for lab
been on the staff since 1961.
campus needs, we felt it was time solving those problems
policies.
assistants
to work Friday eve
His
duties
have
included
Although
William's
only fitting that the chairman involving long tedious calcula
nings and Mondays and Wedsuccessor will assume the speech instructor, assistant be a student.
tions, announced Dean Doug
broadcasting,
nesdays at 11:00 a.m. The pay
same duties, his title will be director of
Also named to the search Smith, director of the facility.
director
of
housing
and
The program includes is $1.75 an hour. The only re
"associate dean of student
committee are Associate
life." Williams explained that conferences and, since 1965, Director of Housing Stan y
nine calculators and lab assis quirements for working are a
dean
of
men.
the title of "dean of men" is
Green, Dr. Cedric Dempsey, tants who are math majors. basic knowledge of statistics
Dean
of
Students
Judith
not really indicative of his
Dr Vi'cki Arnolt, Dr. Robert These assistants are willing to and a willingness to learn to
functions. He noted that a Chambers said that Williams Anderson and UOP students help with math problems and operate the calculators.
similar change of title will be "has done an outstanding job. John Kurnik, Judy Sims, will teach students to use the
assumed by Dean of Women He will be extremely difficult Marcel Hall, Kathy Pivato
calculators.
to replace."
Catherine P. Davis.
ona Parla Nortom^
C
h
a
m
b
e
r
s
h
a
^ppoint^d
Williams admitted thathe
Housed next door to the
Membership in the YMCA
statistics lab is the computer
SEARCH (cont. from pg. 1)
is
being
offered to students at
terminal
with
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Stat' Lab Opens

YMCA Sign-ups

Politic*

needles and pins
Disserta
tions, theses, term papers, etc.
done professionally by Gene
vieve Macias. Hours: 6 p.m.
thru 10 p.m. Call 478-0354.

Expert

Typing:

V.W. Service: Service done
here on campus for less $.
Tune-ups, valve adjustments,
and brakes. Contact Jeff Stagg
at 478-2817 or 462-9405.
AUTO REPAIR: reasonable
rates, experienced on domestic
and foreign cars. Can handle
most jobs. Call Don at 464-3944

ON SHIPS! No experi
ence required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send
$3.00
for
information.
SEAFAX, Dept. 13-B P.O. Box
2049, Port Angeles. Washing
ton 98362.

JOBS

Experienced Typist
desires work on term papers,
etc. Will take dictation on
business letters. Phone. 4628755 after 5: 00 p.m. weekdays.

Typing:

Notice: Students who feel need
to gain self control over be
havior. A group is starting
which may help you. Contact
Terry Spencer. Eves. 477-7272.

For Sale: 1971 Kawasaki 500
New engine, tires, and paint
$500. Call 951-1231.
TYPING: Custom typing done
in my home. Stencils, term
papers, resumes, manu
scripts. business letters, etc.
Call 477-1760.

Drivers Ed: The P.E. Dept. is
offering a course in Drivers
Education for a fee of $15. It be
gins either the end of Feb. or
beginning of March. If inter
ested contact P.E. Dept at
946-2472.
PRIMAL BASED THERAPY
as described in Janov's Pri
mal Scream. Reasonable fees:
trained
therapists.
The
Berkeley Center. 1925 Walnut.
Street, Berkeley. California
94704. Phone: (415 ) 548-3543.
For Sale: MGA Roadster. Very
good condition. 25mpg. Call
463-0832.

Spanish

Typewriters: Swiss

Hermes 3000 portable type
writers w/ Span-Amer. key
boards at no extra charge.
Rental or purchase plan. Con
tact San Joaquin Bus.
Machines, 130 N. Calilornia,
.
0
1

AUTO INSURANCE
Dutcher insurance of Stockton
offers a special student auto
insurance policy. Numerous
discounts available. Call 4782450 or drop into ASUOP office
for more info.
For Rent: One bedroom
apartment near campus in
residential area. $100 per
month. Call 465-2190 or 9512576.
For Sale: 1972 Honda 500 CB,
3600 mi., Black/Gold, Sissy
Bar, Cover. Excellent Shape.
$935. Call 946-2268.
For Sale: Gas Stove, $45.
Refrigerator, $30. Both in good
working condition. Also plates,
glasses, and other household
items. Call 465-2190.
For Sale: Plymouth Fury III.
1968: low mileage, excellent
condition. Call 464-3507.
Typing: Done in my home.
Flexible hours. Call 368-5515 in
Lodi.

For Sale: Pioneer SR 202N
Reverberation
Amplifier
MUST SELL. 1 yr. old. XLENT condition. CALL SKIP
465-6984.
For Sale: 1958 Chevy. New
battery, radiator, seat covers.
New
engine,
including
bearings.
Trans.
linkage
broken. $95. Call 477-4305.

By EDWARD JULIUS
ACROSS
1. Tribe Emblem
6, Book of Maps
11. Emotional Shock
12. Chewing Sound
16. Written Grant
15. Short Poem
17. Accelerate
18. Unavailable Energy
20.
compoop
21. Greek Underground
23. 1955 Hurricane
26. King of Huns
25.
Zola
27. Miss Vanderbilt
28. Brewers Pitcher
2 9 . Of the Velum
31. Spanish Spouses
33. Gist
36. La
, Bolivia
35. Tremble
39< Seasoned
63. Thick Soup
66. Scottish Uncle
66. Purgative
6 7 . General Bradley
68. Frequently
50. Thanks
1
51. Moved, Swiftly
52. Separated
56. Devoured
55. Mysteries
57. Swollen
59- Shout of Triumph
60. In High Spirits
61. Wall Painting
62. Gram Forces

DOWN
1. Labor
2. Paddle
3 . Instruct (Slang)
6. Improve
5. Warlike
6. Word Formed From Other
7 . Figure of Speech
8. Demented 1 Var.
9 . Conjunction
10. Perfumed
11. Actress
Todd
13.
the Chief
16. Crawl
16. Fixed Quantities
19. Male Sheep
22. Defame
26. Sunset State
26. Musical Piece
28. Intrepid
30. Bearded President
32. Brazilian Tree
3 5 . Reproductive Cell
3 6 . Decent
+
3 7 . Radioactive Element
3 8 . Declination
3 9 . Soil for Growing
60. Tells
.
61. Excited (Colloq.)
62. Old-fashioned
,
65. High Landmass (abbr.
68. Honshu City
52!
53.
56.
58.

United States (abbr.)
Reddish-brown
Practice (Scot.)
Goddess of Mischiei

(ANSWERS on pg. 2)

